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Abstract: 

 

               The primary concern of this study is to examine how Tadjweed’s scholars 

investigated and clarified the Arabic sounds in order to prevent Quran from 

mispronouncing and misunderstanding.  The focus is placed on places and manners 

of articulations of all the Arabic sounds; furthermore, this study is also an attempt to 

see how sounds influence each others because of neighboring. These phonological 

investigations are preceded by a historical survey of Arab ic as a language and 

Tadjweed as a discipline. Since the main target was avoiding the misunderstanding of 

the Holy book, this study can provide the reader of the Quran with many 

phonological details that help in reaching an acceptable reading of Quran.  
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Arabic sounds : 

          1. Consonants : 

 SOUNDS EXAMPLE MEANING  ARA BIC  

   W ORDS  
    

/ʔ/ /ʔax/  brother رأ 
    

/h/ /huwa/  He ٙٝ 
    

/ʕ/ /ʕalam/  flag ُْع 
    

/ћ/ /ћulw/  Sweet ُٞح 
    

/ɣ/ /ɣarasa/  He planted سطؽ 
    

/x/ /xafij/ Hidden ك٢ر 
    

/q/ /qalb/ heart  ُةم 
    

/k/ /karam/  Generosity سّى 
    

/dʒ/ /dʒamaʕa/  He gathers  ٓغض 
    

/ʃ/ /ʃari:k/ partner س٣يش 
    

/j/ /jaktub/  He writes ًرة١ 
    

/ḍ/ /ḍari:r/ blind man س٣شع 
    

/n/ /naћnu/ we  دٖٕ 
    

/r/ /ramz/  symbol ٓضس 
    

/l/ /lisa:n/ tongue ٍٕسا 
    

/t/ /tamr/ Date  ٓشخ 
    

/d/ /dam/ blood ّد 
    

/ț/ / țawi:l/ Tall  ٣َٝؽ 
    

/z/ /za:ra/ He visited اسص 
    

/s/ /saqf/  roof هقط 
    

/ș/ / șajd/  hunting ٣ذص 
    

/ð/ / ðakar/ Male  ًشر 
    

 /θ/      /θawra/  Revolution                ٝسجز  
    

/ð/ 
/ða:lim/ unfair ُْظ  ا

    

/b/ /bajt/  house ٣دب 
    

/m/ /ma:ʔ  Water ّاء 
    

/w/  /wasaț/  Middle ٝسؾ 
    

/f/ /fam/  mouth ّف 
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 /u/ جّاُغ
  

    

 /i/ اٌُسشج
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      Before being a student of English, I was interested in the art of Tadjweed (the 

correct and faithful way of recitation Quran). I was looking for any additional 

information that could enrich my knowledge and performance, such as assimilation, 

pause and stopping rules, length of vowels, places of articulation, and so on. Those 

pieces of information were, later, very helpful in my classes of phonetics and 

phonology.  

        My previous knowledge of Tadjweed together with my phonetics and phonology 

interest aroused my curiosity about the way Muslims dealt with phonetics and 

phonology. That target started with the first phonetic lecture I attended; however, I 

was obliged to go beyond the art of Tadjweed in order to find its roots. Reading on 

that topic led me to the fact that Tadjweed is based mainly on the work of three 

important figures: Alkhalil, Sibawayh and Ibn Jinni, however; the scholars of 

Tadjweed were able to devote a whole discipline to Arabic sounds. They were able to 

use the pieces of information that linguists offered and improved and clarified them 

to reach their purpose of preventing Quran from mispronouncing that may leads to 

misunderstanding. 

         The corpus of Islamic linguistics and Tadjweed, undoubtedly, constitute one of 

the major linguistic and phonetics traditions that deserve to be focused on, for that 

reason; I illustrate, phonologically, the art of Tadjweed as one of the most important 

discipline in the field of phonology. Furthermore, I choose to clarify Arabic sounds 

individually and in connected verses, in order to know how the scholar of Tadjweed 

could provide the readers of Quran with the pieces of information needed for an 

accurate reading of Quran. 

         Throughout this dissertation, the following Questions are discussed: what was 

the aim behind studying Arabic phonetics and phonology? Who was the first one who 

dealt with Arabic phonetics and phonology and what was the target?  How did the 

scholars of Tadjweed deal with the Arabic sounds in order to preserve Quran? How 

did the scholars of Tadjweed describe places of articulation and manners of 

articulation? And how did they investigate the influence of sounds due to 

neighboring. I do not claim that this dissertation will give accurate answers to those 

questions; however, it will try to make us more acquainted with Tadjweed.  
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           Reading this dissertation, the reader will find some concepts which need to be 

understood. Concepts like “Tadjweed” which is an art that deals with the correct and 

faithful manner of reciting Quran, moreover, “Makharij” which means places of 

articulation, and “Qualities” of sounds that are used to mention manners of 

articulation, also, the reader will come across the term “non-syllabic” which is aiming 

to describe the unvoweled sounds. He/She will find also names of Arabic figures that 

represent different schools. I have tried to be faithful in my translation to the terms 

and concepts that Arabic linguists and scholars of Tadjweed used, then, whenever I 

find it possible, I will refer to the equivalents of those concepts in foot notes.  

         Dealing with this dissertation, I have collected all the data that I needed from 

books of Tadjweed, grammar handbooks, dictionaries, and even some MP3 records 

that deal with the art of Tadjweed. Fulfilling this dissertation was not an easy task for 

me, the first challenge I faced was translation. On the one hand, I tried to keep the 

terms that scholars of Tadjweed and others used, on the other hand, I tried to keep the 

scientific terms and this was difficult. Another problem that I faced was the lack of 

data in English. 

           The first chapter of this dissertation is devoted to Arabic and Tadjweed from 

the historical point of view, in which I discuss the origin of Arabic, and some 

similarities between Arabic and some Semitic languages. This chapter also contains 

the spread of Arabic and the reasons and motives. Chapter one also includes the 

history of Arabic phonetics and phonology in which I mention three main schools and 

how they dealt with Arabic phonetics and phonology. Moreover, this first chapter 

discusses the history of Tadjweed and it main figures and productions.  

             The second chapter includes places and manners of articulation of Arabic 

sounds as they are discussed in the Art of Tadjweed, from the glottal /ʔ/ to the labial 

/f/; moreover, this chapter contains figures and pictures that make it easy to know 

where the sound is articulated from. The end of the second chapter is a table that 

summarizes all Arabic sounds and their manners of articulation. Very often I focus on 

ibn al jazari’s explanations since he is the one that the majority, if not all, of the 

scholars relied on his productions.  
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              The last chapter of this dissertation is devoted to the phonological rules of 

sounds in connected verses. It discusses how sounds influenced each others because 

of neighboring, thus many rules are given and illustrated with examples. Scholars of 

Tadjweed were able, to provide accurate descriptions that lead to a perfect and exact 

articulating of sounds and faithful reading of Quran.  

              Indeed, the contributions of the scholars of Tadjweed toward phonetics and 

phonology are important tasks that need to be uncovered by the learners of foreign 

languages in order to make them universal; in addition, this kind of investigation can 

give a clear view that those contributions are needed. Throughout this dissertation, I 

hope that the learners and the readers of English can understand and have a general 

idea on what our ancestors could do in a given period of time.  
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         Arabic is one of the most important languages in the world. It is spoken by 

more than 240 million people in the Middle East and the North of Africa; moreover; 

Arabic language is a liturgical language for more than one billion Muslims 

worldwide. People who are Muslims learn Arabic, so that, they can practice Islam 

which is introduced in Arabic1.  Of course, the spread of Arabic and its linguistics is 

due to many factures and historical events. In this chapter the stress will be on Arabic 

from a historical point of view as far as its linguistics is concerned and precisely, its 

phonetics and phonology. Furthermore, this first chapter deals with the most famous 

literary productions that were devoted for phonetics and phonology, moreover, in this 

chapter, the reader will come across Tadjweed2 and its literary productions. 

1.1 the Origin of Arabic: 

        Linguists classify languages into families according to their roots. In order to 

mention the origin of Arabic, Watson points out that “Arabic is a member of the 

Semitic language family, which itself is part of the wider Afro-asiatic phylum 

including Ancient Egyptian, Coptic, Cushitic, and Berber.” (2002: 1). It is said that 

the Semitic languages derived from Noah’s son Shem. And of course, Arab ic is one 

of the most studied language in this family. They are characterized by a rich 

consonantal system versus a limited vocalic one. The members of this family share 

common features in terms of their phonology, morphology and syntax.  Mohamed al 

Hilali confirms that whatever is alike in the languages of the Semitic family is 

fundamental (1970:27),   i.e. no language borrows from the other since they have the 

same roots.  

            In order to describe the phonological system of the semitic languages Waston 

said: 

“Semitic languages are marked by a limited 

vocalic system and a rich consonantal system. 

                                                                 

1
 Today Islamic knowledge is provided in different spoken and written languages; however, Arabic is 

still used in prying and so many Islamic worshiping.  

2
 Tadjweed is the correct and faithful way of reading Quran.  More details will be mentioned on it in 

the next papers.  
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There are typically three basic vowels a, i, u, 

which are attested in both their short and long 

forms. Semitic languages are also marked by a 

rich inventory of guttural consonants.” 

 (2002:1) 

 

Figure 1.1.    The Semitic Family 

 

1.2 The Spread of Arabic: 

           By the end of the sixth century, Islam started to spread through the Arabian 

Peninsula, and within 100 years, it had expanded north into Levant East into Iraq and 

Khuzestan, and west into North Africa. Over centuries, Islam and Muslims were in 

Spain, Africa, India, and even in China. This spread of Islam was not only a religious 

conquest but also a linguistic one, and learning Arabic became a must for a good 
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understanding of Islam. As a result, Islam as a religion and Arabic as a language 

spread simultaneously. The spread of Islam together with Arabic led Muslims to 

illustrate the different levels of their language i.e. phonology, morphology, syntax 

and semantics. Thus, many studies emerged and many scholars started to examine the 

Arabic language in order to make it easy for Arabic and non Arabic speakers.  

1.3 The History of Arabic Phonetics and Phonology: 

             Saving Quran from mispronunciation and misunderstanding was the main 

objective behind the establishment of the Arabic phonetic rules. Although Arabs i.e. 

native speakers were very fluent, they needed to codify phonetics. The widespread of 

Islam together with the need of Arabic in understanding the scriptures made learning 

and teaching phonetics a must. Abu Al-Aswad Adouali1 was the first who codified 

Arabic grammar2, he went to the governor of Iraq one day and said “I see that the 

Arabs have become mingled with this non-Arabic nations and that their tongues are 

iterated so that they speak incorrectly, will you then authorize me to compose for the 

Arabs something which may enable them to know their language?” 

.             Abu Al Aswad Adouali based his work on phonetic specially the secondary 

articulation i.e. the shape of the lips. He instructed a scribe saying: “When you see 

me open my mouth at a sound, put a dot above it; when you see me close my mouth, 

put a dot next to it; and when you see me draw my lips apart, put a dot under it”. 

Following Abu Al Aswad, many schools have studied phonetics; these schools can be 

classified into three main schools: dictionary-compilers and grammarian, Koran 

reading experts, and philosophers. Each of these schools has different motivations, 

methods, and objectives in studying Arabic phonetics and phonology.  

1.3.1 Dictionary-Compilers and Grammarian:  

           Dictionary compiling phonetic- linguistics started with Alkhalil Ibn Ahmed al 

Farahidi3. He wrote the first Arabic dictionary which was called / al ʕajn/. By saying / 

al ʕajn/ he referred to the deepest sound in Arabic. His dictionary was arranged 

                                                                 

1
 Arabic grammarian died in 69 H in Iraq  

2
  He based his work on a phonetic background. 

3
 Arabic scholar who dealt with grammar ,d ictionaries, and poetry died in 175 H 
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phonetically starting from /ʕ/ to /m/. The introduction of that dictionary was the 

first Arabic phonetic document .Moreover, Alkhalil was the first one who talked 

about places of articulation. According to him Arabic has seventeen places of 

articulation in five main points: the throat, the tongue, the lips, the nasal cavity, and 

the empty space of the mouth and of the nose. Alkhalil did not invent the whole 

system; however, his dictionary was one of the greatest contributions of the field.  

                     In addition to what was said before, Alkhalil mentioned a very important 

issue which was how a speaker could know the place of articulation of a sound. He 

argued that in order to know where a sound is articulated, the speaker has to add the 

glottal sound /ʔ/ to the target sound, for instance, in order to know the place of 

articulation of /b/ sound simply we say/ ʔab/, and directly is a bilabial one and so on   

( ALkhalil,1980:47). Furthermore, the scholars of Tajweed followed the theories of 

ALkhalil as Ibn Al jazari1 mentioned in his famous poem Aljazaria, he said in the 

ninth verse: “the articulation point of Arabic sounds are seventeen according to those 

who chose it by examination”, by saying who chose it by examination, he referred to 

ALkhalil. 

            Alkhalil’s student, Sibawayh2, was an important figure in the Arabic 

linguistics too. He wrote the first fundamental grammar book of Arabic which was 

called /alkita:b/. In the fourth volume of his book, Sibawayh dealt with Arabic 

phonetics and phonology in a very accurate manner, he dealt with all Arabic sounds 

and their places and manners of articulation. In addition, he illustrated the places of 

assimilation. His book Alkitab was referred to as “the Koran of grammar” because it 

was so accurate and organized. Sibawayh listed Arabic sounds with a careful 

description of the places and manners of articulation. Besides, he discussed features 

of Arabic phonetics such as emphasis, assimilation, and so on.  

          Similar to Alkhalil and Sibawayh, Ibn Jinni was an important contributor to the 

Arabic phonetics and phonology. His full name is ʔabu ʔalfatћ ʕuthmen Ibn Jinni; he 

lived in Iraq (320- 392H). Ibn Jinni wrot / Sir Sinaʕat al ʔiʕrab/ (the secret of the 

formation of grammar). He was the first one to devote a whole work to phonetics; 

                                                                 

1
 Tajweed’s scholar , Al jazaria was one of his famous works (751-833H) 

2
 Arabic linguist and grammarian from Iraq died in 180 H 
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moreover, he followed the argument of Sibawayh by saying that Arabic has sixteen 

places of articulation in four main points: the throat, the tongue, the lips, and the 

nasal cavity. According to Ibn jinni (1985: 56), “I know no one of our companions 

who did in this field as I do, or gave it full discussion as I do”.  He began his book by 

illustrating the notion of sound. Furthermore, he described the sound in the vocal tract 

as a musician playing flute that is able to change sounds by using the holes of the 

flute.  

1.3.2. Quran Reading Experts: 

         Correct Quran reading and Tadjweed is a holy and important task due to the 

holiness of   Quran. Linguists and scholars of Tadjweed wanted to reach the most 

correct and faithful manner of recitation which would prevent errors in Quran reading 

by native and non- native students of Arabic. To achieve this target, they described 

even the smallest details of the system such as assimilation, nasalization, length of 

vowels. Ibn Al jazari’s work can be a good example to illustrate the contribution of 

the scholars of Tajweed toward phonetics and phonology. 

       In his poem, Aljazaria, Ibn Al jazari had illustrated Arabic phonetics, before he 

dealt with the art of Tadjweed. He said right from the beginning: “It is required from 

those who want to recite Quran to know places and qualities of sounds before starting 

recitation.”(Aljazaria verses 5 and 6). Moreover, Ibn Al jazari analyzed Arabic 

sounds sounds choosing the point of view of AL khalil that Arabic has seventeen 

Places of Articulation. Furthermore, he focused on the rules of some sounds such as 

the rules of /r/, /m/ and/n/ in connected speech. Ibn al jazari was just an example that 

can explain the contributions of the Tadjweed scholars in Arabic phonetics.  

           Even though scholars of Tadjweed based their work on the pieces of 

information offered by AL Khalil and Sibawayh,  and other scholars; their works 

remain full of discussions and analysis up to the present time. Tadjweed’s scholars 

have provided learners with enough details, both in quality and quantity, of Arabic 

phonetics that cannot be found in other disciplines. 
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1.3.3. Philosophers:     

              Muslim philosophers attained many fields and disciplines and Arabic 

phonetics was one of their main interests. Ibn Sina1 , as a philosopher , had a 

remarkable work titled “Asbab ћuduth Al ћuruf” that was concerned with Arabic 

phonetics. Ibn Sina talked about sounds, the description of the tongue, mouth, and the 

larynx from the medical point of view. He also focused on Places and Manners of 

Articulation. 

              Ibn Sina’s work has six chapters in which several investigations are 

mentioned. The first one was on the cause of sound in which he described the 

airstream while the second was on the cause of occurrence; furthermore, Ibn Sina 

gave the dissection of the larynx and the tongue in the third chapter with more 

medical details. In the following chapter he gave a full description of every single 

sound. In the fifth chapter, Ibn Sina chose to talk about some sounds that are similar 

to the Arabic ones, but they do not exist in Arabic such as sound that is almost like 

the Arabic /j/ in Iran. In the last chapter, Ibn Sina tried to make a comparison between 

Arabic sounds and sounds that are found in nature, he argued, for instance, that the 

Arabic /x/ is like the sound produced when we make friction between a soft object 

and a harsh one. 

1.4. The History of Tadjweed: 

1.4.1. Definition of Tadjweed: 

        As it is mentioned above, the scholars of Tadjweed based their work on those 

who preceded them i.e. the grammarians and the dictionary-compilers; however; they 

were the ones who gave it a full description and an accurate illustration. And before 

dealing with the history of Tadjweed, it is required to examine the definitio n of this 

concept. The word Tadjweed is a noun derived from the verb /jawwada/ which 

literally means to make better; and from the technical point of view, Tadjweed is to 

produce every single sound from its place of articulation and to give it its right and  

precise quality2 . Furthermore; Tadjweed is a science controlled by deep-rooted              

                                                                 

1
 Arabic philosopher scientist and a wise man d ied in 428 H 

2
 This is the concept given by them to what is known nowadays as manner of articu lation  
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static1 rules derived from the oral recitation of the prophet after hearing the angel 

Gabriel. So Tadjweed deals with the phonetic, accent, and rhythm of Quranic 

recitation.  

     In order to be an expert in this field, the scholars of Tadjweed give the learners 

some important instructions, as Mohamed Nabhan said in his book “Almodakira fi 

Tadjweed” 

“Please be aware that Tadjweed has four 

important pillars: 

1. Knowing Places of articulation 

2. Knowing qualities of sounds 

3. Knowing how sounds influence each others in 

connected verses 

4. Practice till being an expert.”  

(2005:7) 

 

1.4.2. The Emergence of Tadjweed: 

                    Tadjweed, as an isolated science, was not known till the fourth century; 

however, all its notions were applied among the prophet and the companions because 

Quran was revealed with Tadjweed. Moreover, it was requested by God to apply 

Tadjweed when reading Quran  as it is mentioned in the Surah of Al muzzammil  

“And recite the Quran in slow, measured, rhythmic tones”(verse 4).                     

Furthermore, there were a Hadeeth2 about Ibn Masud3 that a man was reciting 

“innama asadaqatu lil fuqarai wa al masakin”. Ibn masud said: “this is not how the 

messenger recites it to me.” The man asked: “and how did he recite it to you?” he 

said: “innama asadaqatu lil fuqa:rai.” He prolonged the vowel (Albaqai, 1987:476).  

                                                                 

1
 Since the ru les and the way of recitation remain the same till now.  

2
 Hadeeth is what the prophet said as well what a companion said.  

3
 One of the companion  died 32H 
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           What was said before gives a clear idea that Tadjweed was applied since the 

beginning of revelation; however, it was not codified and illustrated as it is known 

nowadays. The rules of Tadjweed were scattered in the books of grammarians  

specially the book of Sibawayh Al-kitab and in the introduction of Al-khalil 

dictionary. It was until the fourth century that a scholar called Ibn  Muzahim 

Khaqani1 Who devoted a poem of fifty-one verses to talk about the good 

performance. This poem is considered to be the oldest production that illustrated 

Tadjweed as an isolated discipline. In his poem, he cited a number of topics that deal 

with the correct recitation of Quran.    Khaqani’s poem had a clear impact on the 

subsequent efforts in matter of explanation and quotation. What is noticed about his 

poem is that he did not use the word Tadjweed. Thus, he used “good performance” 

instead. 

           After Ibn  Muzahim Khaqani, scholars agreed on Tadjweed as a new isolated 

field that is belonging to the study of Quran2, however, the most  famous scholar of 

the field was Ibn-al-Jazari3. Ibn-al-Jazari devoted his whole life to the Art of 

Tadjweed; furthermore, every Tadjweed’s scholar relies on his production to 

illustrate any single fact in the field. The following will be a discussion on his life and 

his work. 

1.5 Ibn-al-Jazari’s work and life: 

         Ibn al jazari was born in the year of 751H in Damascus. Later, he travelled to 

the city of Bursa (Turkey). In that city, ibn al jazari was welcomed by the ruler of the 

city. He had the opportunity to spread his knowledge there for a number of years. In 

addition, he could write his famous book “anashr fi qiraat aashr” in which he dealt 

with the ten reading ways of Quran( Qiraat). Until today, no student or teacher of 

Quran can neglect this book in order to be an expert of Tadjweed. Many scholars of 

Tadjweed agreed that the value of his book “Anashr fi Qiraat al ashr” in Tadjweed is 

like the value of the book of Bukhari in the science of Hadeeth.  

                                                                 

1
 Muslim scholar died in 325H. 

2
 As the grammar and the exp lanation of Quran  

3
 He was called the Bokhari o f qira’at.  
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                 Ibn al-Jazari’s arrival into Bursa is because he was informed that some 

students had a strong ambition to be his students, however, they were not able to join 

him because of poverty.  This ambition was due to what they knew of him regarding 

his level of knowledge and recitation.  When Ibn al-Jazari heard about their desire, he 

said, “I will travel to them, instead.”  

                    In the year 823AH, Ibn al-Jazari travelled in order to make the 

pilgrimage and during this journey, he wrote his famous poem “Addurra fi Qiraat 

aashr” which stresses the last three of the ten Qiraat.   

                     Ibn al-Jazari was famous for writing many books that are considered 

major references today by students and scholars of Tadjweed, among them: 

 Aljazaria poem   

 Tahbir ataysir  

 Anashr fi Qira’at al ashr (mentioned above, which investigated  the ten 

authentic Qiraa’at) 

 Tabaqat Qura’a (lists the major readers of  Quran from the era of the 

companions  until Ibn al-Jazari’s era, spanning eight centuries) 

 Atamhid fi Tadjweed (written when Ibn al-Jazari was only 17 years old) 

 Addurra fi Qiraat aashr (mentioned above, which was written during Ibn al-

Jazari’s pilgrimage journey 

                

               Ibn al-Jazari spent his whole life learning, teaching, and writing, about 

Quran.  For people of Quran, Ibn al-Jazari is considered the ultimate reference 

point for matters related to the Quran, Tadjweed, and the Qira’at. After a life 

devoted to Quran and Tadjweed,  Ibn al-Jazari passed away in the city of Shiraz1, 

in the year 833 H. 

                                                                 

1
 A city in Iran.  
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                  In his book “Ibn Al Jazari w juhuduh fi ʕ ilm qiraʔat”, Nabil Ismail 

describes Ibn al Jazari and his contribution toward Islamic studies saying:  

“Ibn Al jazari was one from the scholars who provided the 

Islamic library with very valuable books as far as the Islamic 

and Quranic studies are concerned. Talking about him is 

something endless because he was unique”  

(2002:39) 

1.5.1. The Description of Ibn-Al-Jazari’s Famous Poem “Aljazaria”: 

            “Aljazaria1” is a famous poem written by Ibn al Jazari contains 107 verses. It 

was written by him in 798H as an introduction to help readers understand the 

phonology of Quran. Till now, Aljazaria2 is dealt with by every student and every 

scholar of Tadjweed. For example he said: 

And thereafter: this is an introduction  

concerning which the reader of Quran is required to learn. 

It is, without any doubt, required for the reader 

to know ,before starting recitation, 

The articulation points   and qualities of sounds; 

So that they can articulate in the most eloquent of languages 

                            The articulation points of sounds are seventeen 

According to those who chose it by examination 

                                                        (Aljazaria verses 4.5.6.9) 

 

                                                                 

1
  It is called the introduction as well.  

2
  The whole poem can be found in the appendices  
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             The following table illustrates the different parts and subjects of this famous 

poem, you can notice how accurate is this poem, since he moved from describing 

sounds when they are isolated to sounds in connected verses, furthermore, he 

illustrated some sounds that may be pronounced alike because of some similarities 

they have, as in verses (52-61) talking about /ḍ/vs. /ð/. 

The Topic in Aljazaria The Number of verses 

An introduction  1-8 

Places of Articulation 9-19 

Qualities of sounds  20-26 

Knowing Tad weed 27-33 

Lightness  34-40 

Rules of /r/ 14-43 

Heaviness 44-49 

Rules of merging 50-51 

/ḍ/vs /ð/ 52-61 

The geminate /m/ and /n/ 62-68 

Lengthening 69-72 

Rules of starting and ending  73-78 

Connected and isolated words in the Holy Book 79-92 

The feminine /h/  93-99 

Starting with the linking /ʔ/ 100-103 

Stopping at the end of words  104-105 

The conclusion 106-107 

          Table 1.1: The Chapters of Aljazaria Poem 
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                As it is stated above in the previous table, Aljazaria contains the different 

issues of Tadjweed which are in a poetic way that can be an easy method to 

memorize. For that reason the teachers of Tadjweed require their students to 

memorize this interesting poem. 

1.6 The Purpose behind Tadjweed: 

          The scholars of Tadjweed devote their lives to this science aiming to preserve 

Quran from mispronouncing and misunderstanding. That target led them to discuss 

the phonological details of the recitation, thus, they wanted to free recitation from any 

mistake, which is the misreading of Quran that leads to the deviation from 

correctness while reading. Therefore, they divided the mistake in reading   Quran into 

two kinds: a clear mistake and a hidden mistake. Thus, The purpose of the study of 

Tadjweed rules is to be able to read Quran as it was revealed to the Prophet .The 

Prophet taught the companions the proper recitation of the Quran and they passed in 

on to those after them in authentic chains of transmission.  

1.6.1 The Clear/ Obvious Mistake:   

       As its name suggests, the clear mistake is a mistake in pronunciation that it is 

known and recognized by those who know the rules of Tadjweed and those who do 

not. I.e. this mistake is made on the level of language. For instance: reading the first 

verse of Alfatiћa : / al ћamda lillah/ instead of /al ћamdu lillah/ ( praise be to Allah) 

(Alfatiћa: verse 1). 

1.6.2 The Hidden Mistake:  

         The second kind of mistakes is the hidden or what is  known as the obscured 

mistake. This kind of mistake, as its name suggests, can be recognized only by those 

who are expert and knowledgeable concerning the field of Tadjweed. Moreover, this 

error is not on the level of language or grammar, it is, rather, on the phonological 

level. For example: reading /man ra:m/ instead of /marra:m/ (who wants)  neglecting 

the rules of merging1 . 

                                                                 

1
 This phonological phenomenon will be discussed in the third chapter with details . 
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         Describing the hidden mistakes, Many scholars such as Muhamed Ben Sidi 

Muhamed (2002:62) and Ibrahim ALJarmani (2001:233) said that: 

 “Hidden Mistakes, which have to do with perfecting 

pronunciation,   are however less obvious. These perfection 

rules are known only by those who have studied Tadjweed rules 

or are experts in this art. Ordinary readers may not be able to 

recognize them to be mistakes.”  

     So, the Tadjweed’s experts wanted to preserve the recitation of Quran from both 

mistakes the clear and the obscured ones. They could provide the reader with the 

pieces of information needed to reach this target; however, the theoretical knowledge 

is not enough, the reader needs to apply this knowledge. I.e. his recitation has to be 

listened to by an expert of Tadjweed1 in order to be corrected.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

1
  Experts of Tadjweed are those who have the transmission of reading.  

Types of mistake in reading Quran 

Clear mistake: 

Such as: grammar mistakes 

or changing sounds. 

Hidden Mistake: 

Such as: neglecting 

assimilation or lengthening. 
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1.7 The Transmission of Reading (Al Ijaza): 

        The scholars of Tadjweed followed a smart strategy in order to be sure that the 

Holy book is protected1 . This strategy is known as the chain of readers from the 

Angel Gabriel till the recent reader. Thus, the reader of Quran who wants to be an 

expert of Tadjweed must receive the Transmission of reading (al Ijaza) 2 ; which is a 

certificate given by his teacher. This certificate confirms that the student recited the 

whole Quran in front of his teacher including every single tiny detail of Tadjweed. 

Many teachers of Tadjweed required their students to memorize Aljazaria poem and 

master its explanation3. Al Ijaza certifies that the recent reader reads exactly the same 

way that the prophet read and transmitted to his companions.  

                     In order to define the transmission of reading (Al Ijaza), Ibrahime 

Aljarmi declares: 

“The transmission of reading (Al Ijaza) is the permission of 

transmitting the knowledge of the teacher after being an expert 

in the field theoretically and practically. It is a way of seeking 

Islamic knowledge… so the teacher allows his student to be a 

part of the chain till the prophet. This certificate can be given 

only to those who have a perfect performance”    

(2001:13)                                                                                        

       What must be known is that this transmission is not just on the level of words, it 

is rather a phonological transmission. I.e. the teacher must examine the performance 

of his student as far as the phonological details are concerned. Furthermore; the  

expert teachers do not forgive any tiny phonological mistake even if it is just the 

rounding lips in pronouncing some sounds.  In his article “The phonological features 

in the Quranic seven modes of reading”, Nadhim Aldubai clarifies this transmission 

saying: 

                                                                 

1
 Even in the other Islamic disciplines . 

2
 An example of Ijaza is in the appendices . 

3
 For that reason, it is discussed in this first chapter. 
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              During the early seminal phase of Quranic recitation 

which arose during the lifetime of the Prophet Muhammad, 

modes of reading were not available as an independent 

scholarship. No master codex was written since the companions 

used to write scattered pieces of Qur’an on tree coats, animal 

skins and available papers. The companions taught the 

followers the Quran mainly as a spoken text . Among the 

Qurra’ from the companions were Obai Bin Kaʕb (d. 30/651), 

Abdullah Bin Masʕud (d. 32/653), Abdullah Bin Abbas (d. 

68/689) and Mʕuath Bin Jabal (d.18/639). These companions 

among others formed the foundation of the modes of reading in 

Medina, Makkah, Kufah, Basra and Damascus.   

(2015 :29-30) 

1.7.1 Hafs’s Chain of Readers : 

        The following is an example for the transmission of reading (chain of readers till 

the prophet) that belongs to Hafs1:  Hafs learned recitation and Tadjweed from his 

teacher Assim who learnt it from Abdullah ibn habib. The latter took the discipline 

from five companions of the prophet, Uthman, Ali, Adbullah ibn Massud, and Ubay 

bnu Kaʕb who received the recitation of the Holy Book from the prophet.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

                                                                 

1
 His way of read ing is applied and followed by mainly 90% of the Islamic countries . 
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The prophet taught recitation to, Uthman, 

Ali, Adbullah ibn Massud, and Ubay bnu 

Kaʕb 

Angel Gabriel Took Recitation from God 

Almighty 

The prophet received recitation from the 

Angel Gabriel 

 Abdullah ibn habib received recitation from 

Uthman, Ali, Adbullah ibn Massud, and 

Ubay bnu Kaʕb 

Assim received recitation from Abdullah ibn 

habib  

Hafs received recitation from Assim 

countinous chain till today  

…………………………….. 
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          The Arabic linguists together with the scholars of Tadjweed were aware of the 

importance of the sounds, in order to protect their language, since the beginning of 

revelation. Thus they could provide libraries with many productions that dealt with 

phonetics and phonology. Tadjweed ,as a discipline that is concerned with the word 

of God, needed more investigations and very careful experiments, therefore, the 

scholars of Tadjweed  join theory with practice to reach the goal of protecting Quran 

from mispronouncing. The second chapter deals with all the Arabic sounds including 

vowels and consonants. The focus will be on the description of the scholars of 

Tadjweed as far as the places and manners of articulations are concerned.   
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           As it is mentioned in the first chapter, scholars of Tadjweed based their work 

on the work of those who preceded them .i.e. linguists. Thus they gave Arabic sounds 

more clarification and more classification that enabled them to reach their target of 

protecting the Holy Book from mispronouncing and misunderstanding. Furthermore, 

the scholars of Tadjweed transform the application of their art from generation to the 

other under what was called as the chain of readers. This second chapter will be an 

illustration of the Arabic sounds in isolated manner. The focus will be on the points 

of articulations and the qualities1 of each sound, moreover, each point of articulation 

will be provided by a figure that clarifies the exact place of articulation.  

2.1 Points of Articulations/al-makharij/: 

2.1.1 Definition of Makharij: 

         Makharij is the plural of Makhraj which means, from the technical point of 

view, the place of emitting the sound that differentiates it from other sounds.  

Scholars of Tadjweed gave this phonetic part a great deal of their examination; 

furthermore, they made it the first thing to be studied. No learner will go through 

reciting unless he masters all the places of articulation.  

         Ibn Al-Jazari said in his well known poem, “Al-jazaria”, that places of 

articulations are seventeen. He argued that that choice was made by those who are 

expert in the field by saying so he meant Al khalil Al-Farahidi. 

And thereafter: this is an introduction 

concerning which the reader of Qur’an is required to learn.  

It is, without any doubt, required for the reader 

to know before starting recitation 

The articulation points   and qualities of sounds 

 So that they can articulate in the most eloquent of languages 

                                                                 

1
 They gave this name to what was called later, in the modern linguistics, manners of art iculations. 
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                                The articulation points of sounds are seventeen1 

According to those who chose it by examination  

                                                        (Al Jazaria verses 4.5.6.9) 

                                                           

              For the majority of the Tadjweed’s scholars, the places of articulations are 

located into four main places which are: the empty space in the mouth and the throat, 

the throat, the mouth2, and the nasal cavity.  

 

     Figure 2.1.The main articulation points 

 

 2.1.2 The Empty Space in the Mouth and Throat (Al-Jawf): 

                After examining all the Arabic sounds very carefully, the scholars of 

Tadjweed could give precisely the point of articulation of every single sound. The 

empty space in the moth and the throat3 is the place where the three lengthened 

                                                                 

1
 Sybawayh ,for instance, said that they are sixteen.   

2
 The mouth includes the tongue, the palate, lips, and  the teeth 

3
 Since the air stream goes freely without any obstruction or narrowing. The same description is given 

to vowels in the modern linguistics. 
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sounds (mad) are articulated, the three lengthened sound are: the first one is the alif 

with sukun that is preceded by a sound with a fatha, try to say a word like /qa:la/ (he 

said), thus the sound between /q/ and /l/ is the lengthened alif. The second lengthened 

sound is waw sound that is carrying a sukun and is preceded by a sound with a 

dammah, say a word like /jaqu:lu/ (he says), notice that the sound between /q/ and /l/ 

is the  lengthened waw1. The last one is ya sound with a sukun and which is preceded 

by a sound carrying a kasra, say a word like /qi:l/ (it was said), thus the lengthened ya 

is in between /q/ and /l/ sound .  

 

 

Figure 2.2 places of articulations of the lengthened sounds  

 

2.1.3 The Throat: 

            The scholars of Tadjweed divided the throat into three parts where six sounds 

are articulated (see figures 2.3). First part is called the deepest part of the throat, 

which is far from the mouth and very close to the chest. Thus from that place two 

sounds can be produced:  /ʔ/ as in /ʔab/ (father), and /h/ as in /huwa/ (he). The second 

part is called the middle of the throat where /ʕ/ as in /ʕam/ (uncle) and /ћ/ as in /ћulw/ 

(sweet) are articulated. The third part of the throat is given the name the closest part 

                                                                 

1
 This sound is lips rounding sound 
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of the throat where /ɣ/and /x/ can be found. Try to say words such as /ɣaniy/ (rich) for 

the first sound, and /xa:li:/(Empty); for the second sound.  

 

Figure 2.3: places of articulations of /ʔ/ and /h/ 

 

Figure 2.4: places of articulations of /ʕ/and /ћ/ 
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Figure 2.5: places of articulations of / x /and /ɣ/ 

 

2.1.4 The Tongue:  

                 The majority of Arabic sounds are articulated from the tongue, and for this 

reason the Arabic language is called the Arabic tongue as it is mentioned in many 

verses of the Holy Quran such as in the chapter of the Poets Our Lord said: “In the 

perspicuous Arabic tongue”( Ash-Shu'araa;195). 

             The tongue has ten places of articulation for eighteen sounds. Those ten 

points are distributed over four main areas in the tongue as it is mentioned in the next 

figure. Thus the four areas of the tongue are: first, the deepest part of the tongue, 

next, the middle of the tongue, third, the edge (the side) of the tongue, and the last 

area is the tip of the tongue.  
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Figure 2.6: Areas of the Tongue 

 

2.1.4.1 The Deepest Part of the Tongue: 

           From the deepest part of the tongue together with the soft palate, the /q/ is 

articulated. The back of the tongue is moving towards the soft palate.  Closer to the 

mouth and farther from the throat than the Qaf , the /k/ sound is articulated . Try to 

say word such as /kajfa/ (how) and examine the position of your tongue while 

pronouncing the first sound /k/. Aiming to describe the place of articulation of these 

two sounds,  Madiha Mahdi says that the Qaf is articulated from the deepest part of 

the tongue which moves towards the soft palate ,whereas, the Kaf  place of 

articulation is very near to the Qaf place of articulation (2014:106). Examine the next 

figure to notice the difference. The deepest part of the tongue has enough space for 

both to have an isolated place for each; however; the deepest part of the throat does 

not have1 (Ataweel, 2002:172). 

 

 

                                                                 

1
 Since the deepest part of the throat has a place for two sounds. 
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Figure 2.7: /q/ and /k/ place of articulation 

 

 

2.1.4.2 The Middle of the Tongue: 

            The middle of the tongue is the place where three sounds are articulated. 

Those sounds are /dʒ/, /ʃ/, and /j/.  The Scholars of Tadjweed examine those three 

sounds and find out that they are pronounced when the middle of the tongue comes in 

contact with  the hard palate. Say this sound / dʒ/ three times or more and feel the 

contact between the middle of your tongue and the roof of the mouth, the same thing 

is true for the two other sounds. However for / dʒ/ the blockage of the passage of the 

air is highly needed. (See figure 2.8). According to many experts of Tadjweed those 

three sounds are called / ʃadʒrija/ (central sound) because they are articulated from 

the center of the mouth. 
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Figure 2.8: places of articulation of / dʒ / , / ʃ /, and /j/ 

 

2.1.4.3 The Edge of the Tongue: 

           The side of the tongue is the place where two sounds are articulated, these 

sounds are: /ḍ/1 and /l/. They are not articulated from the same place. To produce /ḍ/, 

the speaker needs to use the two thirds of the side (or edge) of the tongue .This sound 

is produced from one side or both sides of the tongue2 together with the molars and 

the gum area next to the molars  (see the next figures). On the other hand, /l/ is 

produced from the remained third of the edge of the tongue till the tip of the tongue 

together with the gums of the front teeth.  

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

1
  The Arabic language is called the language of ḍad.  

2
  The majority of the readers of QURAN use the left side of the tongue to produce this sound. 
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Figure 2.9: place of articulation of  /ḍ/ 

 

 

Figure 2.10: place of articulation of /l/ 
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2.1.4.4 The Tip of the Tongue: 

               The tip of the tongue is the place where eleven sounds are articulated from 

five points. First /n/1 sound is articulated from the tip of the tongue and root of the 

front teeth beneath the place of articulation of /l/. Try to say a word such as /na:r/ 

(fire), and notice how the tip of the tongue is touching the gums of the upper front 

teeth.  /n/ sound needs nasalization in order to be clear and accurate. See the next 

figure. 

 

 

Figure 2.11: place of articulation of /n/ 

 

        The Second sound from this area is /r/ sound which is emitted from the tip of the 

tongue together with gum of the upper front teeth as for /n/ sound, however, for /r/ 

sound the top and the tip of the tongue. /r/ sound needs a small hole between the  

tongue and the hard palate in order not to be repeated 2. (See the next figure). Try to 

say word such as /raml/ (the sand) you can notice that the tip of your tongue is 

touching the gum of the upper teeth.  

 

                                                                 

1
 This sound has many rules that are  going to be discussed in the next chapter  

2
 Repeatition is a quality in /r/ sound that must be avoided. 
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Figure 2.12: place of articulation of /r/ 

        After the /r/ sound, it comes three sounds which are /t/, /d/, and /ț/. These sounds 

are articulated from the head of the tongue and the roots of the upper front teeth. Say 

words such as /tamr/ (date), /dam/ (blood), / țajr/ (a bird), and see how the first 

sounds of these words are articulated when the blade of the tongue comes together 

with the roots of the upper teeth.   
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Figure 2.13: place of articulation of /t/, /d/, and /ț/ 

 

                After the places of articulation of /t/, /d/ and /ț/ it comes places of 

articulation of  /z/, /s/, and /ş / which are articulated from both the edges of the upper 

and the lower front teeth closed together with the tip of the tongue coming near them; 

in other words, the tip of the tongue just misses the edges of the top and lower teeth 

.Say words such as/ za:ra/ ( he visited), /sir/ (a secret), / şabij/ (a child ) and note how 

they are from the same place. See the next figure for more illustration.  

 

Figure 2.14: place of articulation of /z/, /s/, and /ş / 
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            From the tip of tongue and the bottom edge of the upper front teeth the /ð/,/θ/, 

and /ð/ are produced. (See the next figure). Say words such as /ðakara/ (he 

remembered), /θarwa/ (fortune), / ðann/ (doubt), and feel how the tip of your tongue 

is going to touch the edge of the two upper front teeth. As it is mentioned earlier, the 

tip of the tongue is the place where eleven sounds are articulated. These sounds are 

/n/, /r/, /t/, /d/, /ț/,/z/, /s/, /ş /, /ð/,/θ/, and /ð/.  

 

 

Figure 2.15: place of articulation of /ð/,/θ/, and /ð/ 

 

2.1.5 The Lips: 

          

            /f /is a sound that is articulated when the upper front two teeth touch the inside 

of the lower lip; in other words, the teeth touch the wet part of the lower lip. 

Pronouncing the /f / sound, the speaker will use only one lip; however, he will use 

both of them with /b/, /m/, /w/. In order to pronounce /w/ the lips are going to form a 

circle without a complete closure; on the other hand, /m/ and /b/ are articulated with a 

complete closure. With /b/ sound the speaker uses the wet part of the two lips 

together; however, with the /m/ sound he uses the dry part of them. Say words such 

as /fa:za / (he won) , / bațal/ (a hero), /man/(who),/wa/ (and ) and notice the 

differences between the four first sounds.  
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Figure 2.16: places of articulation of /f/ , /b/, /w/, and /m/ 
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Table 2.1: Arabic Sounds and Their Places of Articulation 

NO SOUNDS PLACES OF ARTICULATION  

1 /a:/ /i:/ /u:/   The empty space. 

2 /ʔ/,/h/, The deepest part of the throat 

    

3 /ʕ/, / ħ/ The middle part of the throat 
   

4 / x/, /ɣ/ The closest part of the throat 
    

5 /q/  deepest part of the tongue touches the soft palate 
    

6 /k/  Deepest part of the tongue touches the soft palate further from the throat. 

   
    

7 /dʒ/, /ʃ/,/j/ the middle of the tongue touches the hard palate 
    

8 

/ḍ/  

the left side of the tongue touches the left upper teeth  

9 /n/ the tip of the tongue touches the roots of the two upper front teeth 
   

10 /r/ The tip of tongue touches  the hard palate near the roots of the upper 

  two front teeth 

11 /l/ the nearest part of the sides of the tongue (nearest to the mouth) and  

  the end of its tip touch  the upper teeth of the opposite side 

   

12 /t/,/d/, /ț/ the tip of the tongue touches the roots of the upper front teeth 
   

   

13 /z/, /s/, / / the edges of the upper and the lower front teeth close together and the  
  blade of the tongue comes near them 

14 /ð/   /, the tip of the tongue touch the edges of the two upper front teeth 
   

15 /b/,/m/, Between the two lips 

 /w/  
   

16 /f/ The upper teeth touches the lower lip 

   

17 Ghunnah The nasal cavity 
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2.2 Qualities of Sounds: 

2.2.1 The Definition of Qualities of Sounds: 

                 /șifa:t / refers to Qualities of sounds ,and it is the way a sound is articulated 

that differentiates it from the others. The purpose of sounds’ qualities is to distinguish 

sounds that share the same place of articulation, and to pronounce sounds correctly , 

for instance, the sound /q/ and /k/ share the same places of articulation, this may lead 

to a confusion in meaning for example : /kalb/ ( a dog) , and  /qalb/  (a heart) . These 

qualities should be learned for more specification of Arabic sounds, and to clarify the 

confusion already mentioned. Many scholars such as: ALhosari (1999:78), and others 

declare that:  

“The qualities of sounds are what differentiate sounds from 

others that share the same place of articulations. If the reader 

of the Quran does not apply all the qualities of a given sound, 

it will sound either like a totally different sound, or it will 

sound incorrect at the very least.  The accurate application of 

the qualities of the sounds makes the sounds clearer…It is 

clear that the study of the characteristics of the sounds and 

their application is a very important part of Tadjweed.  Indeed, 

the application of the qualities of sounds is what differentiates 

a good reciter from an average one.”   

             According to the scholars of Tadjweed, Arabic has two types of qualities 

those with opposites, and those without opposites 

2.2.2 The Permanent Qualities with Opposites: 

        This bunch will include eleven qualities; five qualities in the opposition of 

another five, however, at one stage we will find a quality which has an in-between 

quality. By permanent, It is meant that the quality is permanent either the sound is 

produced in an isolated manner, or in connected speech. 
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2.2.2.1 Whispering versus Apparentness (Hams /hams/Versus Jahr /dʒahr/): 

           Hams, which literally means whispering1, is the continuation of breath while 

pronouncing the sound due to a weakness in its place of articulation, in other words,  

hams is the fact that a sound is articulated by a feeble obstruction of the air stream at 

its point of articulation, as a result breath spreads freely. According to scholars of 

Tadjweed, sounds that have this quality are: /f/, /ħ/, /θ/,/h/, /ʃ/, /x/,/ș/,/s/, /k/, /t/. On 

the other hand, jahr is the opposite of hams which literally means to be apparent 

opposite of whispering, and technically, it means the discontinuation of breath when 

pronouncing a sound; the rest of Arabic sounds have the quality of jahr, which are 

/ʔ/,/h/,/ʕ/, /ɣ/,/q/,/dʒ/,/j/,/ḍ/,/n/,/r/,/l/,/d/, /ț/,/z/, /ð//ð/,,/b/,/m/ and /w/. The next figure 

clarifies more: 

 

 

Figure 2.17: The Position of Vocal Cords In Case of Whispering and Apparentness  

 

                                                                 

1
 It is called invoicing (voiceless sounds) in the present phonetics.  
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           Describing what happens while producing a sound characterized by whether 

Whispering or Apparentness, Mustapha Akrour states: 

“While producing whispering sounds, a huge amount of 

air comes out the mouth from the lungs, what makes the 

passage of the air stream full of air and causes a distance 

between the vocal cords; therefore they won’t vibrate. 

However, the opposite happens for the Apparent sounds ”  

(2013 :44) 

2.2.2.2 Strength versus Softness (Shiddah Versus Rikhawa): 

            This section contains Shiddah in opposition to Rikhawa , and tawasuț which 

is an in-between quality .Shiddah, which literally means strength, is a quality that can 

be found, according to the scholars of T adjweed of course, in the following 

sounds:/ʔ/, /dʒ/, /d/, /q/, /ț/, /b/, /k/, and/t/. Shiddah is a quality that can be explained 

as the discontinuation of sound while pronouncing it. Rikhawa, which literally means 

softness, is the opposite of Shiddah, this can lead to say that rikhawa is the 

continuation of sound while pronouncing it; the remaining sounds have the quality of 

rikhawa , such as /f/, /h/, /x/. For more clarification of both, an example can help, say 

a long /ffffff/, then try to do the same for /q/, or /b/, you can easily recognize that you 

cannot. In-between Shiddah and Rikhawa there is another quality which is Tawasuț 

/tawasuț/. This latter means moderation from a literal point of view, and it, 

technically, means between strength and softness i.e. the sound, which has the quality 

of tawasuț, is partially continued and partially discontinued in its production. The 

quality of Tawasuț is found in the following sounds /l/, /n/, /ʕ/, /m/,and /r/.  

 

             Please note that with Strength the running of the sound is imprisoned, but 

with Apparentness the running of the breath is imprisoned. Thus apparentness 

describes breath however strength describes sound.  

           In his book “Tadjweed wa Aswat”, Mohamed Naja (2008:75), confirms the 

present phonetic study gives the term plosives to the sounds that are characterized by 

strength 
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2.2.2.3 Rising Versus Lowering (Istiʕlaʔ Versus Istifal): 

          Istiʕlaʔ (rising) is the elevation of the back of the tongue towards the roof of 

the mouth while pronouncing a sound. This quality is found in the following seven 

sounds /x/ , / ș/ ,/ḍ/, /ɣ/ , /ț/ , /q/,  /ð/. The opposite of  Istiʕlaʔ is Istifal (lowering). 

Istifal is the depressing of the back of the tongue away from the roof of the mouth 

while pronouncing a sound. The remaining sounds have the quality of Istifal, that are 

/ʔ/,/h/, /ʕ/,/ħ/,/k/ /dʒ/,/ʃ/, /j/,/n/,/r/,/l/,/t/,/d/, /z/, /s/, /ð/,/θ/, /b/,/m/, /w/ and /f/. 

Comparing two sounds can illustrate more. Try to pronounce /q/, then compare it to 

/l/, you can notice the position of the back of the tongue for each sound. The 

difference between the two pronunciations leads you to know the difference between 

Istiʕlaʔ and Istifal. 

 

 

Figure 2.18: the position of the tongue in rising versus lowering 
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2.2.2.4 Adhesion versus Separation (Ițbaq Versus Infitaħ): 

         Ițbaq (adhesion) is the adhesion of the tongue to the roof of the mouth while 

pronouncing a sound. The following sounds have this quality:  /ș/ , /ḍ/, /ț/, and /ð/. 

You can notice that with all these four sounds the tongue is going to be velarized , 

however,  it is not the same quality as Istiʕlaʔ, because with Istiʕlaʔ the stress is on 

the back of the tongue not the whole tongue as in Ițbaq .Furthermore, you can also 

notice that the sounds of  Ițbaq are on the list of Istiʕlaʔ .i.e. having both qualities. 

Infitaħ (separation) means keeping the tongue separated from the roof of the tongue 

while pronouncing a sound. The remaining sounds have the quality of Infitaħ, that are 

/ʔ/,/h/,/ʕ/,/ħ// x/, /ɣ/,/q/,/k/ /dʒ/,/ʃ/, /j/ /n/,/r/,/l/,/t/,/d/, /z/, /s/, / ð/,/θ/, /b/,/m/, /w/ and 

/f/.Try to compare /ț/ and /q/, and see the position of your tongue. 

2.2.2.5 Fluency Versus Desistance (Ithlaq Versus Ișmat) : 

            Ithlaq (purity in speech or the edge) is to pronounce a sound in a smooth and 

easy manner; that sound must be articulated from the tongue or the lips, the sounds 

that have this quality are /f/, /r/,/m/, /n/, /l/, /b/; You can easily notice that all of them 

are either from the lips or the tongue.  On the other hand, Ișmat is the opposite of 

Ithlaq, it means desistance from a literal point of view, and technically, it means to 

pronounce a sound in a heavy manner and a non smooth way, this non smooth 

manner of pronunciation is due to being articulated far from the edge of the tongue or 

the lips; the remaining sounds have the quality ofișmat that are /ʔ/,/h/, /ʕ/,/ħ// x/, 

/ɣ/,/q/,/k/, /dʒ/,/ʃ/, /j//ḍ/,/t/,/d/, /ț//z/, /s/, /ș/,/ð/,/θ/, and /w/  
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2.2.3 The Permanent Qualities without Opposites: 

            This bunch of qualities will include eight qualities which are permanent such 

as Qalqalah, Attafashi , and others . By permanent, I mean that the quality is 

permanent either the sound is produced in an isolated manner, or in a connected 

speech. 

2.2.3.1 Echoing (Qalqalah):  

            Qalqalah (echoing) is a permanent quality that creates an echoing while 

pronouncing a sound that carries a Sukoon (no vowel).i.e. either the sound carries no 

vowel at all, or it is pronounced without its vowel because we stop or pause during 

speech.The following sounds have the quality of qalqalah: /q/, /ț/, /b/, /dʒ/and /d/. 

           There are three degrees of Qalqalah: First degree, light Qalqalah, it occurs 

when the sound does not come at a stopping place. In the transcription, the sounds 

that have a Qalqalah are underlined, for instance, / ʔiqraʔ bismi rabika llaði: xalaq/  

           The Permanent Qualities with Opposites 

            Whispering             Apparentness 

              Desistance 

             Softness 

             Lowering  

            Separation 

 

              Fluency  

            Adhesion  

 

             Strength  

               Rising  

  Versus 

   Versus 

   Versus 

   Versus 

   Versus 
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(Recite in the name of your Lord who created) (alʕalaq: verse 1). Second degree, 

Medium Qalqalah, it occurs when the sound comes at a stopping place such as :          

/ ʔiqraʔ bismi rabika llaði: xalaq/ (Recite in the name of your Lord who created) 

(alʕalaq: verse 1).    The third degree of Qalqalah is the heavy Qalqalah, it occurs 

when a geminated sound comes at a stopping place such as: /al ћaqq/ ( the truth). 

 

Degrees of Qalaqalah Examples 

1. Light Qalqalah / ʔiqraʔ bismi rabika llaði: xalaq/ (Recite 

in the name of your Lord who created) 

(alʕalaq: verse 1). 

2. Medium Qalqalah / ʔiqraʔ bismi rabika llaði: xalaq/ (Recite 

in the name of your Lord who created) 

(alʕalaq: verse 1). 

3. Heavy Qalqalah /al ћaqq/ ( the truth). 

Table 2.2 : Degrees of Qalqalah. 

2.2.3.2 Whistling (șafir): 

                 șafir (whistling) is a quality that is found in three sounds /z/ , /s/ , /ș/ , it is a 

natural occurrence of whistle while pronouncing a sound , that whistle is similar to 

that of a bird or a bee so it can be described either as a buzzing with a continous /zzz/, 

or whistling with a continous  /sss/ and a continous /șșș/. șafir is very clear when one 

of these sounds caries no vowel such as /ramz/ ( a symbol)  

2.2.3.3 Softness (Leen): 

            Leen (softness) is a quality of sounds that seeks an easy pronunciation , this 

quality is found in two sounds /w/ and /j/when they carry Sukoon .i.e. no vowel and a 

Fatћa i.e. /a/  before ;Such as /lawm/ ( blame ) , or /șajd/ (hunting). In order to 

clarify this quality, Mohamed Isam Alqadat said: “softness is articulating the sound 

easily without any difficulty for the tongue” (1998:50)  
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2.2.3.4 Deviation (ʔinћiraf): 

        ʔinћiraf (deviation) is a slight deviation of the tongue toward the place of 

articulation of /r/ while pronouncing /l/, and toward /l/ while pronouncing /r/. The 

quality of ʔinћiraf is found in two sounds which are /l/ and /r/.  

 

Figure 2.19: Deviation in /r/ and /l/ 

2.2.3.5 Repetition (Attakreer): 

                     Attakreer (repetition) is a quality that has been explained as the trilling 

of the tip of the tongue while pronouncing a sound that causes it to be pronounced 

more than once, that quality is found only in one sound which is /r/. Care must be 

taken to avoid exaggerating in the trilling; otherwise, instead of one /r/ there may be 

double /rr/ or more than two if the /r/ is geminated. For instance, instead of /a rradʒul/ 

(the man), it may be /arrrradʒul/. Attakreer is a quality in /r/ that must be avoided.  

        In his book “muʕjam almustalaћat fi ʕilm Tadjweed wa qiraat”, Ibrahim 

Dawsari considers the quality of repetition as a quality of weakness in /r/, moreover, 

it is clearer if the /r/ is geminated or doesn’t carry any vowel. (2004:60)  
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2.2.3.6 Spread Around (Attafashy): 

          Attafashy (to spread around) is a quality that is found only in /ʃ/, it is to 

pronounce /ʃ/ with the filling of the mouth with air, that filling caused the sound to be 

spread greatly over the mouth. If you say a continuous /ʃʃʃ/, you will notice the spread 

of the air over the mouth. 

2.2.3.7 Prolongation (Istițaalah) 

             Istițaalah (prolongation) is the prolongation of the sound throughout its place 

of articulation from the beginning till the end, in other words, the sound is produced 

in a slow and elongated manner and it remains as such from the beginning till the end 

of the place of articulation. That quality is found only in /ḍ/.  

2.2.3.8 Nasalization (Ghunnah): 

               As it was said before, Ghunnah is a quality that is found in /m/ and 

/n/,ghunnah comes from the nasal cavity, furthermore, the pronunciation of the /m/or 

/n/ will not be correct without this quality, you can see the second chapter for more 

illustration.  The next figure illustrates the use of the nasal cavity while producing /n/ 

or /m/. This use of the nasal cavity causes the quality of nasalization. 
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Figure 2.20: Nasalization in /n/and /m/ 

2.2.4 Tables of Qualities:  

The following two tables summarize all the qualities of Arabic sounds using (+) for 

the presence of the quality, and (-) for the absence of the quality. Using these two 

tables helps to find easily the qualities of any Arabic sound. In the table 2.3.  each 

quality is followed by its opposite in the next square. The two tables have /ʔ/ as the 

first sound and /f/ as the last sound, as the scholars of Tadjweed did in their 

arrangement of sounds, from the throat to the lips.  
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 Hams Jahr Shiddah Tawasuț Rikhawa Istiʕlaʔ Istifal Ițbaq Infitaħ Ithlaq Ișmat 

/ʔ/ - + + - - - + - + - + 

/h/ + - - - + - + - + - + 

/ʕ/ - + - + - - + - + - + 

/ћ/ + - - - + - + - + - + 

/ɣ/ - + - - + + - - + - + 

/x/ + - - - + + - - + - + 

/q/ - + + - - + - - + - + 

/k/ + - + - - - + - + - + 

/dʒ/ - + + - - - + - + - + 

/ʃ/ + - - - + - + - + - + 

/j/ - + - - + - + - + - + 

/ḍ/ - + - - + + - + - - + 

/n/ - + - + - - + - + + - 

/r/ - + - + - - + - + + - 

/l/ - + - + - - + - + + - 

/t/ + - + - - - + - + - + 

/d/ - + + - - - + - + - + 

/ț/ - + + - - + - + - - + 

/z/ - + - - + - + - + - + 

/s/ + - - - + - + - + - + 

/ș/ + - - - + + - + - - + 

/ð/ - + - - + - + - + - + 

/θ/ + - - - + - + - + - + 

 - + - - + + - + - - + 

/b/ - + + - - - + - + + - 

/m/ - + - + - - + - + + - 

/w/ - + - - + - + - + - + 

/f/ + - - - + - + - + + - 

 

Table 2.3. The Permanent Qualities with Opposites 
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 Qalqalah șafir Leen ʔInћiraf Attakreer Attafashy Istițaalah Ghunnah 

/ʔ/ - - - - - - - - 

/h/ - - - - - - - - 

/ʕ/ - - - - - - - - 

/ћ/ - - - - - - - - 

/ɣ/ - - - - - - - - 

/x/ - - - - - - - - 

/q/ + - - - - - - - 

/k/ - - - - - - - - 

/dʒ/ + - - - - - - - 

/ʃ/ - - - - - + - - 

/j/ - - + - - - - - 

/ḍ/ - - - - - - + - 

/n/ - - - - - - - + 

/r/ - - - + + - - - 

/l/ - - - + - - - - 

/t/ - - - - - - - - 

/d/ + - - - - - - - 

/ț/ + - - - - - - - 

/z/ - + - - - - - - 

/s/ - + - - - - - - 

/ș/ - + - - - - - - 

/ð/ - - - - - - - - 

/θ/ - - - - - - - - 

 - - - - - - - - 

/b/ + - - - - - - - 

/m/ - - - - - - - + 

/w/ - - + - - - - - 

/f/ - - - - - - - - 

 

Table 2.4.ThePermanent Qualities without Opposites  
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         Dealing with isolated sounds is not enough to investigate how sounds behave; 

scholars of Tadjweed did not neglect this fact, so they examined how sounds 

influence each others because of neighboring. This third chapter is devoted to clarify 

the rules that they set for the Arabic sounds while reciting Quran, i.e. how sounds 

influence each others in Quranic verses.  

3.1 Rules of the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

3.1.1 Definition of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

         Non syllabic /n/ is /n/ sound that is free from any vowel (unvoweled).  It 

remains unchanged in its written form and as well as in pronunciation when 

continuing to read after it and when stopping on it. Non syllabic /n/ occurs in nouns, 

and verbs, in the middle of words as well at the end of words.   

      Tanween is a term used to describe an extra /n/ which is found at the end of 

nouns, in addition, Tanween is found only in pronunciation not in the written form.  

i.e Tanween is pronounced not written, and abandoned in pronunciation while 

stopping. Some examples may clarify more: 

 /man jaʕmal/ (whoever does); the underlined sound is non-syllabic sound.  

 /kita:bun/ ( a book); the underlined sound is Tanween which is pronounced 

not written. 

            When there is a Non-syllabic /n/ or Tanween, knowing the next sound is 

needed because it is going to determine how the /n/ is going to be pronounced.  There 

are four rules of Tadjweed applied to the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween.  

3.1.2 Clarity of the Non-Syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

            As it is stated before, the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween have four rules which 

are depending on the sound that follows them.  The first rule is the clarity of the    

Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween. The word clarity is defined linguistically as to make 

something clear or obvious, whereas, from the technical point of view is to pronounce 

the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween clearly.  
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      There are six sounds that cause the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween to be 

pronounced clearly when they follow them.  These sounds  are the “throat” sounds, or 

the six sounds which are articulated from the throat ,  /ʔ/,/h/,/ʕ/, /ћ/,/ɣ/,and / x /. Some 

examples may give an accurate description: 

 /min ʔaji ʃajʔin xalaqah/ (from what substance did he create him?)(Abasa 

:verse 18) . in the previous example to cases of clarity of Non-syllabic /n/ and 

Tanween the first two underlined sounds /n/ is pronounced clearly because it 

is followed by /ʔ/, the same case for Tanween in the second two underlined 

sounds because Tanween is followed by /x/ sound.  

To clarify this fact, Al-Jamzuri said in his famous poem “Tohfat al atfal”:  

The non syllabic /n/ and the Tanween have four rules, 

 So take my clarification. 

 The first is clarity, before the sounds of the throat 

which are six, that are arranged in order.  

 So be acquainted 

                                      (Al-Jamzuri: verses 6-7) 

      To sum up, whenever a reciter of Quran reads any verse from Quran, he has to 

pronounce the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween clearly if they are followed by one of 

the throat sounds .i.e , /ʔ/,/h/,/ʕ/, /ћ/,/ɣ/,and / x/. 

3.1.3 Merging of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

       The second rule of the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween is merging which 

linguistically means inserting. For the scholars of Tadjweed, merging 1  is the meeting 

of two sounds that insert into one geminated sound. Merging happens when a word 

ends with Non-syllabic /n/ or Tanween and the second word begins with one of the 

                                                                 

1
  It is defined by many phoneticians as Shane (1973), Ladefoged (1975), Roach (1987), Langacker 

(1973) and many others as a phonological process where there is a change of one sound into another 

because of the neighboring sounds 
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following sounds /j/, /r/, /m/, /l/, /w/, /n/. Merging can be divided into two kinds 

complete merging (without nasalization) and incomplete merging (with nasalization).  

3.1.3.1 Merging with Nasalization: 

            This kind of merging occurs when a word from the Quran ends with Non-

syllabic /n/ or Tanween and the second starts with one of the following sounds        

/j/, /m/, /w/, /n/. So whenever these conditions are applied the reader of Quran must 

insert the non -syllabic /n/ and Tanween into the next sound, moreover; he has to 

produce nasalization. The following examples illustrate more:  

 /man/ /jaʕmal/ (whoever does) these two words are going to be pronounced this way   

/majjaʕmal/.  

 /fi: ʕamadin mumadada/ (with pillars), these two words are going to be 

pronounced this way         /fi: ʕamadimumadada/.  

         This kind of merging is called incomplete because Nasalization which is   

quality of /n/ still exists; i.e. the reader must use the nasal cavity to produce 

nasalization while merging the Non-syllabic /n/ or Tanween into the next sound 

from the list (   /j/, /m/, /w/, /n/). There is an exception for this kind of merging. If 

it exists in one word, the reader mustn’t insert the two sounds. As in the word 

/dunja:/ (Life).  

3.1.3.2 Merging without Nasalization: 

            This kind of merging occurs when a word from the Quran ends with Non-

syllabic /n/ or Tanween and the second starts with one of the two following 

sounds /r/ or /l/. So whenever these conditions are applied the reader of Quran 

must insert the non -syllabic /n/ and Tanween into the next sound without 

nasalization.  The following examples illustrate more: 

 /man ra:m/ (who wants) these two word are going to be pronounced  this 

way /marra:m/ without nasalization while producing /r/ sound.  
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Al –jamzuri illustrates this merging saying: 

 

And the second (rule) is merging, 

However, merging is divided into two groups;  

a group in which the nasalization occurs,  

except when it occurs in a single word, like 'dunya'  

And the second group is merging without nasalization, 

in the case of laam and raa 

             (Al-Jamzuri: verses9-10-11-12) 

   3.1.4 Changing of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

                  The third rule of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween is changing which is 

changing of the Non-syllabic /n/ or Tanween into /m/ sound, when they are followed 

by /b/ sound, this changing is with a lengthened nasalization.   In The recent copies o f 

the Holy Quran, you may find a small mim that clarifies the Changing of the Non-

syllabic /n/ or Tanween. It is important to know that this rule is applied whether it is 

found in one word or in two different words. The following examples illustrate more:  

 /ʔanbiʔu:ni:/ (tell me) this word is going to be pronounced this way 

/ʔambiʔu:ni:/. So you notice how the /n/ sound is changed to be /m/. the 

same thing is found if Tanween occurs and it is followed by a /b/ sound  

3.1.5 Hiding (Concealment) of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween: 

             The fourth rule of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween is the Hiding or the 

concealment of Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween which is defined by the scholars of 

Tadjweed as the hiding of the Non-syllabic /n/ and Tanween somehow between 

clarity and merging. This concealment must be associated with nasalization. This fact 

occurs when the Non-syllabic /n/ or Tanween is followed by one of the following 

fifteen sounds: /t/, /k/, /f/, /s/, /q/, /ș/, /ð/, /ț/, /d/, /z/, /ḍ/, /dʒ/, /ʃ/, /ð/, and /θ/. These 

sounds are the rest of Arabic sounds when taking out the sounds of clarity, merging, 

and changing. See the following examples: 
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 /ʔanfosahom/ (their souls) in this example, the /n/ sound is pronounced with 

concealment .i.e. between merging and clarity ( the underlined sounds).  

 /ridʒa:lun șadaqu:/ (Truthful men) in this example the Tanween is pronounced 

with concealment. (The underlined sounds). 

 

 

The Rule 

 Sounds that follow Non-syllabic /n/ 

or Tanween  

 

Examples 

Clarity  /ʔ/,/h/,/ʕ/, /ћ/,/ɣ/,and / x/ /min ʔaji ʃajʔin xalaqah/ (from 

what substance did he create him?)  

chapter of abasa 

Merging /j/, /m/, /w/, /n/, /l/,/r/ /man ra:m/ (who wants) 

Changing /b/ /ʔanbiʔu:ni:/ (tell me) 

Hiding  /t/, /k/, /f/, /s/, /q/, /ș/, /ð/, /ț/, /d/, /z/, /ḍ/, 

/dʒ/, /ʃ/, /ð/, and /θ/. 

/ʔanfosahom/ (their souls) 

Table 3.1: Rules of Non-Syllabic /n/ And Tanween 

 

3.2 Rules of the Non-syllabic /m/: 

3.2.1 Definition of the Non-syllabic /m/: 

         Non syllabic /m/ is /m/ sound that is free from any vowel.  It remains unchanged 

in its written form and as well as in pronunciation when continuing to read after it 

and when stopping on it. Non syllabic /m/ has three rules in connected verses. These rules 

are: hiding, merging, and clarity.  
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3.2.2 Hiding of the Non-syllabic /m/:  

          The hiding1 of the Non-syllabic /m/ occurs when the /m/ sound is followed by 

/b/ sound in two words. The reader of Quran must pronounce the /m/ in between the 

clarity and merging, this hiding must be accompanying with nasalization which is a 

quality of the hidden sound .i.e. /m/. See the next example: 

  /tarmi:him bi ћidʒa:ratin min sidʒi:l2/ (Striking them with stones of 

hard clay) (Alfil verse 4).  For the underlined sounds the /m/ is hidden 

because it is followed by /b/. 

3.2.3 The Merging of the Non-syllabic /m/:  

             The merging of the Non-syllabic /m/ occurs when the /m/ sound is followed 

by /m/ sound in two words. This phonological fact happens because they are the same 

sound .i.e. the same place of articulation. So the reader of quran has to insert the /m/ 

sound into the next one if it is /m/ sound. See the following example: 

  /wa lakum m: kasabtom/ (and you will have what you have earned)( 

al baqara verse 141), this verse must be read as /wa lakum: kasabtom/ 

 

3.2.4 The Clarity of the Non-syllabic /m/:  

        The third rule of the Non-syllabic /m/ is clarity which is pronouncing /m/ sound 

in a clear manner without hiding or merging it. This is true for all the remained 

sounds if we take out /b/ of hiding and /m/ of merging. However; the reader of Quran 

must be careful if the followed sound is /f/ or /w/ because they share the same place 

of articulation of /m/. See the next example: 

 /wa ʔarsala  ʕalajhim  țajran aba:bi:l/ (And He sent against them birds 

in flocks) (alfil verse 3) 

 

                                                                 

1
 Hiding must be taught by an expert of Tad jweed for /m/ or /n/ since theory alone is not enough. 

2
 This example includes  the rules of non syllabic /n/ however the focus here is on /m/ sound 
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The Rule Sounds that follow 

Non-syllabic /m/ 

Examples 

Hiding  /b/ /tarmi:him bi ћidʒa:ratin 

min sidʒi:l/ 

Merging /m/ /wa lakum m: 

kasabtom/ 

Clarity All the rest sounds  /wa ʔarsala  ʕalajhim           

țajran aba:bi:l/  

Table 3.2: Rules of the Non-Syllabic /m/ 

 

3.3 The Heavy versus the Light Sounds: 

         The scholars of Tadjweed divided the Arabic sounds into heavy and light 

sounds. By heaviness they mean that the production of the sound is characterized by 

the rising of the back of the tongue toward the soft palate while pronouncing it; this 

rising of the back of the tongue causes a reverberation that fills the mouth.  On the 

other hand, they mean by lightness that the production of the sound is characterized 

by a space between the tongue and the roof of the mouth, so the mouth is not filled 

with its reverberation.  Arabic sounds are grouped into three categories either heavy 

sounds or light sounds or can be either heavy or light depending on some conditions.  

3.3.1 The Heavy Sounds: 

                 According to the scholars of Tajdweed, the sounds that have the quality of 

rising are characterize by being heavy sounds. As it is mentioned in the second 

chapter, the sounds that have this quality are: /x/, / ș/, /ḍ/, /ɣ/, /ț/, /q/, /ð/. Thus these 
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seven sounds are always pronounced in a heavy way because the back of the tongue 

is always rising toward the roof of the mouth, this fact causes a reverberation that fills 

the mouth. 

“The heavy sounds have the quality of “rising”. 

Because while pronouncing them, a part of the 

tongue (mostly the back part) rises up to the roof 

makes the letter sound heavy” 

                                            (  Rashed , 2000: 9 ) 

 

3.3.2 Temporary Heavy and Light Sounds:  

             Considering heaviness and lightness, some Arabic sounds can change their 

characteristics by being heavy sometimes and light in other occasions. These sounds 

are influenced by the neighboring sounds. The Arabic sounds that are being 

temporary heavy or light are: /r/, /l/ of the Exalted Name of Allah, and the 

lengthening /a/. 

3.3.2.1 The Rules of /r/ Sound: 

          The /r/ sound has eight cases in which it has heaviness, four cases in which it 

has lightness, and two cases in which it can be pronounced with both. First /r/ is 

always heavy if: 

 The /r/ is carrying an /a/ (fatћa) as in /ramaḍa:n/ (Ramadan month). 

 The /r/ is without any vowel and preceded by a sound with an /a/ as in 

/marqadina:/  (Our sleeping).   

 The /r/ is without any vowel and proceeded by sound with no vowel 

and they are preceded by a sound with an /a/ (fatћa) as in /alʕasr/.  

 The /r/ is carrying an /u/ (domma) as in /kafaru:/ (They disbelieved).  

 The /r/ is without any vowel and preceded by ana sound with /u/ as in 

/alqura:n/ (Quran).  
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 The /r/ is without any vowel and proceeded by sound with no vowel 

and they are preceded by a sound with a /u/ (domma) as in /xusr/ 

(losing).  

 The /r/ is without any vowel and preceded by a sound with an /i/ 

(kasra) and after the /r/ there is a rising1 sound  as in /mirșa:d/ 

         The /r/ sound is always light if: 

 The /r/ is carring an /i/ (kasra) as in /ri:ћ/ 

 /r/ is without any vowel and preceded by a sound with an /i/ as in 

/firʕawn/ (pharaoh). 

 The /r/ is without any vowel and proceeded by sound with no vowel 

and they are preceded by a sound with an /i/ (kasra) as in /ћidʒr/. 

 the /r/ is with no vowel and it is  preceded by /j/ as in  /ʕasi:r/ ( hard). 

The /r/ can be pronounced with lightness or lightness if : (The choice here is up 

to the reader). 

  The /r/ is without any vowel and it is preceded by an /i/ (kasra) and 

followed by a rising sound this case is found only in one word in the Holy 

Quran  /firq/ ( a part) 

  The /r/ is without any vowel and it is preceded by a rising sound that 

doesn’t carry any vowel and the sound before them is carrying a /i/ 

(kasra) as in /mișr / (Egypt). 

3.3.2.2 The Rules of /l/ Sound in The Name of Allah: 

                 The /l/ of the Name of Allah is pronounced either with heaviness or 

lightness according to some phonological circumstances. First, the /l/ of the Name of 

Allah has to be pronounced heavily if the following conditions are applied:  

 If the Name of Allah is preceded by a sound that carries an /a/  (fatћa)  or /u/ 

(damma) as in /qa:la llahu/ (Allah said), or /kalimatu llahi/ (word of God). 

                                                                 

1
 One from the fo llowing sounds : /x/, /  ș/, /ḍ/, /ɣ/, /ț/, /q/, /ð/. 
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 If the Name of Allah is preceded by a sound with no vowel and the sound that 

precedes this sound is carrying /a/ (fatћa)  or /u/ (damma), as in 

/ʕala:llah/(unto Allah). 

          

Second, the /l/ of the Name of Allah has to be pronounced with lightness if the 

following conditions are applied: 

 The Name of Allah is preceded by a sound that carries an /i/ (kasra), as in 

/bismi llahi/ ( in the name of Allah).  

 Name of Allah is preceded by a sound with no vowel and the sound that 

precceeds this sound is carrying an /i/ , as in /fa sawfa jaʔt: lahu / (Allah will 

bring). 

 

3.3.2.3 The Rules of lengthening /a/: 

           The lengthening /a/ can be either heavy or light according to the sound that 

preceded it. Thus, The lengthening /a/ is heavy if the sound before it is a rising sound 

as in /alforqa:n/ (Quran). However, it is pronounced with lightness if the sound 

before it is a lowering1 sound as in /lisa:n/ ( tongue). 

 

3.3.3 Light Sounds: 

         Scholars of Tadjweed mentioned that all lowering sounds are produced with 

lightness2 which are : /ʔ/,/h/, /ʕ/,/ħ/,/k/ /dʒ/,/ʃ/, /j/,/n/,/r/,/l/,/t/,/d/, /z/, /s/, /ð/,/θ/, 

/b/,/m/, /w/ and /f/. 

 

 

 

                                                                 

1
 Lowering sound are all the Arabic sounds but the six of rising.   

2
 Very often the lowering sounds are influenced by the neighboring rising sounds to be pronounced 

heavily this fact is a mistake in reading Quran.  
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              3.4 Rules of Lengthening: 

        Tadjweed scholars did not neglect any tiny detail in their investigation since 

Quran is the word of God that must be protected in its writing and reading form. Thus, 

even the lengthening of sounds has its own rules and it is not done for random. 

Therefore, the scholars of Tadjweed gave it a considerable part of their investigation.  

3.4.1 Definition of Lengthening ( madd): 

           Linguistically, lengthening (madd) means extra or the prolongation of 

something, and from the technical side: it is the lengthening of sounds using: 

lengthened Alif, lengthened Waw, or lengthened Ya.  The lengthening is divided into 

two groups: the original1 lengthening and the secondary lengthening.  

And (madd) is either original or secondary, and call the 

first a natural (madd) 

 And it does not depend on a cause2; moreover, without it 

(the prolongation) the word cannot exist  

(Al-Jamzuri: verses 35-36) 

 

3.4.2 The Original (Natural) Lengthening: 

          The original lengthening in reading Quran is the lengthening of sound that 

without it the word cannot exist as in /qa:l/ (he said) in this word if the reader doesn’t 

lengthen the sound /q/ saying /qal/, he will destroy the whole meaning of the word, 

this is the reason why it is called original. For all the scholars of Tadjweed, the 

original lengthening needs timing of two vowels counts. 

3.4.3     The Secondary Lengthening: 

        The secondary lengthening is the lengthening that has a longer timing or the 

possibility of longer timing and its absence does not influence the meaning as the 

                                                                 

1
 It is called natural as well.  

2
 By cause he means hamza or sukun which are going to be discussed soon.  
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original one. Although its absence does not influence meaning, it is required to do it 

whenever its conditions are found. The secondary lengthening needs a /ʔ/ (hamza) or 

the absence of any vowel (sukun) to be applied. Therefore; this kind of lengthening is 

divided into two groups: lengthening because of /ʔ/ (hamza) and lengthening because 

of (sukun). Besides each one of them is sub-divided into groups. 

3.4.3.1 Lengthening Due to /ʔ/ (Hamza): 

      As it is stated above this kind of lengthening is divided into groups which are: first 

the exchanged lengthening, second the required attached lengthening, third the 

separate allowed lengthening, fourth, the greater connecting lengthening.  

3.4.3.1.1 The Exchanged Lengthening: 

        This kind of lengthening occurs when the /ʔ/ (hamza) precedes one of the 

lengthened sounds (lengthened Alif, lengthened Waw, or lengthened Ya). It is called 

exchanged lengthening because the origin of the lengthened sounds is a /ʔ/ which it is 

exchanged to be a lengthened sound. This kind of lengthening is prolongated two 

vowels count. The following examples illustrate more:  

The word with exchanged lengthening The origin of the word   

/ʔa:dam/  ( the prophet Adam) /ʔaʔdam/ 

/ʔi:ma:n/ ( belief ) /ʔiʔma:n/ 

/ʔu:ðu:/ (they were hurt)  /ʔuʔðu: / 
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       In order to illustrate this kind of lengthening, Alhosari said: 

                 “It was called “the exchanged lengthening” 

because the lengthened sound is at the place of hamza /ʔ/, 

thus the origin of /ʔa:ma:na/ ( he believed ) is 

/ʔaʔma:na/.” 

                                                                                         (1999:213) 

3.4.3.1.2 The Required Attached Lengthening: 

          As its name suggests, this kind of lengthening is Attached .i.e. in one word and 

required for the reader to do it. This fact happens if the lengthened sound is followed 

by a /ʔ/ in one word; thus the prolongation of the sound is a must. Besides, the 

scholars of Tadjweed   agree that the timing of this kind of lengthening has to be four 

or five vowel counts. The following examples clarify more:   

 /ʔ iða    ssama:ʔu      inʃaqat/ (When the sky has split open) (Inshiqqaq :verse 

1). So in this verse the reader must lengthen the sound that precedes the hamza 

/ʔ/. 

 /ma:ʔ /  (water) , /bina:ʔ/ (building) , all these underlined sounds must be read 

with lengthening of five or four vowel counts.  

To define this kind of lengthening, Salah Sayf notes: 

    “The required attached lengthening is due to the  

presence of (hamza) followed by a lengthened sound in 

one word. it was called required because all the scholars 

agreed that the reader must apply it.” 

                                                                      (1987:51) 

3.4.3.1.3 The Separate Allowed Lengthening: 

           The third kind of lengthening is the separate allowed lengthening that occurs 

when a word ends with one of the lengthened sounds (lengthened Alif, lengthened 

Waw, or lengthened Ya), and the second word starts with a hamza /ʔ/. It is called 
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separate because it occurs between two separate words and allowed because its 

prolongation is not an obligation. .i.e. the reader is free to lengthen or not1 . The 

timing of this kind of lengthening is either two or four or five vowels counts. The 

following example has this kind of lengthening: 

 /tabbat jada: ʔabi: lahab/ (The power of Abu Lahab will perish) (Almasad : 

verse1) the underlined sounds indicate.  

 3.4.3.1.4 The Greater Connecting Lengthening: 

                   The fourth kind of lengthening due to hamza/ʔ/ is the greater connecting 

lengthening which occurs between two words the first is ending with the sound /h/ 

that belongs to the pronoun /huwa/ (he) and the following word is starting with the 

hamza  /ʔ/. The timing of thi kind of lengthening is either two or four or five2 . see the 

next verses: 

 /ajaћsabu an lam jarahu:  ʔaћad/ (does he think that none behold him?)( 

Albalad : verse 7) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                                 

1
 However , the reader must know that he has to follow the way he started with  

2
 The same as the separate allowed lengthening  
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Type of Lengthening Due to 

hamza 

Timing/vowels 

counts 

Example 

the exchanged lengthening,  2 /ʔa:dam/   

The required attached lengthening 4 or 5 /ʔ iða ssama:ʔu    inʃaqat/  

the separate allowed lengthening 2 or 4 or 5 /tabbat jada: ʔabi: lahab/   

the greater connecting lengthening 2 or 4 or 5 /ajaћsabu an lam jarahu:  

ʔaћad/ 

Table3.3:  The Lengthening Due to /ʔ/ (Hamza). 

 

3.4.3.2 Lengthening Due to Sukun: 

         The reason of this kind of lengthening is the absence of vowels or what is called 

sukun this kind is, as well, divided into different types according to the neighboring 

sounds: First, the lengthening with a presented sukun, second, the soft lengthening, 

third, the compulsory lengthening. 

3.4.3.2.1 The Lengthening with a Presented Sukun: 

           As it is stated above all the next lengthening are due to the sukun, however, the 

circumstances change from one lengthening to another. The Lengthening with a 

Presented Sukun occurs because of a presented sukun .i.e. the sukun happens because 

of stopping on the word , thus the word originally carries a vowel but when the reader 

stop or pause his reading must omit the vowel and lengthen the sound before the 
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lengthened  sound. According to many scholars of Tadjweed, the timing of this kind 

of lengthening is two or four or six vowels counts1.  See the following examples: 

 /alћamdu lilla:hi rabi al ʕalami:na / when the reader stops he has to lengthen 

the last sound saying  /alћamdu lilla:hi rabbi al ʕalami:n / ([All] praise is 

[due] to Allah , Lord of the worlds)  (Fatiha :verse 1). 

  /arraћma:ni arraћ:mi/ when the reader stops he has to lengthen the last sound 

saying  /arraћma:ni arraћ:m/ (The Entirely Merciful, the Especially Merciful) 

(Fatiha :verse 2). 

3.4.3.2.2 The Soft Lengthening: 

            The second lengthening that occurs because of sukun is the soft 

lengthening. This kind of lengthening occurs when the /j/ or /w/ sounds precede 

the last sound2 and they carry a sukun (the absence of vowels), and they are 

preceded by a /a/ (fatћa), moreover, the scholars of Tadjweed agreed that this type 

of lengthening has timing of two or four or six counts3.  For more clarification, see 

the next examples: 

 /kulu nafsin ða:ʔiqatu al mawt /(every soul shall have a taste of death )(Al 

Imran : verse 185) . the last word of this verse / mawt / has the conditions 

of the soft lengthening .i.e. the /w/ sound has no vowel and it is preceded 

by a /a/ (fatћa),therefore, the reader has to apply the timing of this type of 

lengthening. 

 

                                                                 

1
  It is the reader’s choice, yet he has to keep using on  a way from the beginning till the end of his 

recitation. 

2
 In Arabic, the last sound, when we stop, is without any vowel.  

3
 It is the reader’s choice, yet he has to keep using on a way from the beginning till the end of his 

recitation. 
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 /liʔi:la:fi qurajʃ/( for the taming of Quraish) (quraish: verse1) the last word 

of this verse /qurajʃ/ has the conditions of oft lengthening, thus the reader 

must apply the two, four , or six counts.  

 

3.4.3.2.3 The Compulsory Lengthening: 

         This type of lengthening occurs due to the absence of vowels  or what is called 

sukun. Thus, the lengthened sound is followed by an original sukun. By original, it is 

meant that it is a part of the word not because of stopping or pausing. And this kind of 

lengthening is divided into four main types: the compulsory heavy lengthening in a 

word, the compulsory light lengthening in a word, the compulsory heavy lengthening 

in a letter1, and the compulsory light lengthening in a letter. The timing of all of them 

is six vowel counts and this timing is always compulsory.  

3.4.3.2.3.1 The Compulsory Heavy Lengthening in a Word: 

               This kind of lengthening occurs when a lengthened sound (alif, waw , or ya) 

are followed by an original sukun and this sukun is the first sound in a geminate sound 

as in: 

 /al ћa:qqa/  ( the day after) here the reader must lengthen the sound / ћ/ 

because the lengthened /a/ is followed by a sukun in a geminate sound  

3.4.3.2.3.2 The Compulsory Light Lengthening in a Word: 

         This occurs in a word that has a lengthened sound (alif, waw , or ya) which is 

followed by an original sukun. Being light means that the sound after the lengthened 

sound is not geminate, this phenomenon exists only in two words in the Holy Quran:  

 /ʔa:lʔa:na wa qad ʕașjta qablu/ ( ah now, and a little while before you 

disobeyed) ( Yunus :verse 91). In this previous verse the lengthened /a:/ is 

followed by the sound /l/ which doesn’t carry any vowel. That means that the 

reader has to prolongated the  ʔa: six vowels counts. 

                                                                 

1
 Quran includes letters at the beginning of some chapters as (taha, yaseen….)  
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 /ʔa:lʔa:na wa qad kuntum bihi tastaʕdʒilun/ (Ah now and you wanted to 

hasten it)( Yunus: verse 51) the same can be said  for this verse . for both 

verses the /l/ sound is not geminate so the lengthening is called light.  

3.4.3.2.3.3 The Compulsory Heavy Lengthening in a Letter: 

           Some chapters are introduced by isolated letters that has to be pronounced 

individually as a word .i.e the reader must give the name of the letter not its sound. 

Those letters are /s/, /n/, /q/,  /ș/ /l/, /k/, /m/. For example / alif la:m mi:m/ in the 

beginning of the chapter of “baqara”. This leads to have words that have the 

conditions of the compulsory lengthening. Thus in the previous example the reader 

has to prolongated the sound /la:/ six counts because the lengthened /a:/ is followed by 

an original sukun. Moreover, it is called heavy because the sound after /a: / is 

geminate. 

3.4.3.2.3.4 The Compulsory Light Lengthening in a Letter: 

           The compulsory light lengthening in a letter has the same rule of the heavy one, 

however the sound after the lengthened sound is not geminate as in /alif la:m ra/. The 

reader in this example has to lengthen the /la:/ sounds with six vowels counts . besides 

the /m/ sound is not geminate so it is light lengthening.  

       The next table summarizes the types of lengthening due to sukun: 
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Table 3.4: Lengthening Due to Sukun 

 

 

Type of lengthening Timing Example 

The Lengthening with a Presented 

Sukun 

2,4,or,6 /alћamdu lilla:hi rabbi al 

ʕalami:n / ([All] praise is [due] 

to Allah , Lord of the worlds)  

(Fatiha :verse 1). 

The Soft Lengthening 2,4,or,6 /kulu nafsin ða:ʔiqatu al mawt 

/(every soul shall have a taste of 

death )(Al Imran : verse 185) 

The Compulsory Heavy Lengthening 

in a Word 

6 /al ћa:qqa/  ( the day after) 

The Compulsory Light Lengthening 

in a Word 

6 /ʔa:lʔa:na wa qad ʕașjta qablu/ 

( ah now, and a little while 

before you disobeyed) ( Yunus 

:verse 91 

The Compulsory Heavy Lengthening 

in a Letter 

6 / alif la:m mi:m/ 

The Compulsory Light Lengthening in 

a Letter 

6 /alif la:m ra 
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       Scholars of Tadjweed knew that sound is the smallest unit in any language so 

they examined all the Arabic sounds in a very accurate manner. They could analyze 

and describe the Arabic sounds giving their places and manners of articulations; they 

could also set many rules that help the reader of Quran pronounce any sound clearly 

and correctly. What was discussed in the previous chapters gives a clear idea about 

how their contributions were valuable and needed in a time where no equipments and 

materials were found. 
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          This dissertation has three main chapters; the first one discusses Arabic as a 

language which has its own roots and history. Moreover, it investigates the history of 

Tadjweed and the purpose behind studying it. It is also concerned with three main 

schools that studied phonetics and phonology including dictionary- compilers, 

grammarians, scholars of Tadjweed, and philosophers. The second chapter analyses 

places of articulation and Qualities of sounds given by the scholars of Tadjweed from 

the glottal /ʔ/ to the labio dental /f/. The third chapter studies how sounds influence 

each other    

          Throughout this dissertation, I answer several questions in order to prove that 

Muslim linguists and scholars of Tadjweed have their own way to deal with the 

human sounds. I mention that Abu Al Aswad Adouali was the first one who studied 

phonetics; he dealt with phonetics in order to protect the holy Quran from 

mispronouncing and misunderstanding. In addition, I dealt with the major schools in 

which I selected three main ones to investigate their ways and motives while they 

studied phonetics and phonology. Moreover, I focus on the work of the scholars of 

Tadjweed because they investigated the Arabic sounds in an accurate manner trying 

to preserve the Holy Book.  

          This dissertation can lead to the fact that even though the scholars of Tadjweed 

were suffering from the lack of materials and sophisticated manners of working , that 

we find nowadays, they provide us with the data needed to read a precise and a 

correct recitation of the verses of the holy book.  

         This dissertation is but the first step to clarify Arabic phonetics and phonology. 

In my future studies, I hope that I can work on more contributions toward linguistics 

and phonology. I may also work on a comparative study between Tadjweed and 

generative phonology in order to see if there are similarities between both works, and 

to work on the differences between the two.  

           This dissertation is an attempt to investigate the work of Muslim linguists 

toward phonetics, it takes Tadjweed as an example to work on, and moreover, it 

investigates places and manners of articulation of all the Arabic sounds, furthermore, 

it discusses rules of sounds in connected verses. Besides it gives a general idea about 
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how Muslims dealt with phonetics and phonology and how they reach their target of 

preserving Quran from misunderstanding and mispronouncing.  

        Dealing with this dissertation I focus on finding the ways to say that we 

Muslims and Arabs should work on our traditional linguistics to make it international 

using an international language which is English.   

              Indeed, this dissertation is a good experience that gave me the opportunity to 

work on the heritage of our ancestors. Besides it provides me with a good experience 

of the academic research that may be the keys of furthering my education.  
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Appendix I:  

 Places of Articulation of The Arabic Sounds 
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Appendix II :   

 

Aljazaria poem (in Arabic): 

 المقدمة 

(مُحَمَّػدُ بْػفُ الْػجَػزَرِيّْ  الشَّافِػعِػي) يَقػُوؿُ رَاجِػػي عَػفػْوِ رَبٍّ  سَػامِػعِ 1  

وَصَػمَّػى  الػمَّػػوُ (الْحَػمْػدُ لػمَّػوِ) 2  عَػمػَػى نَػبػِيّْػػوِ  وَمُػصْػطػَفػَاهُ 

وَآلػِػػوِ  وَصَػحْػبػِػوِ (مُػحَػمَّػدٍ) 3  وَمُػقػْرِئِ الْػقػُرْآفِ مَػػعْ مُػحِػبّْػوِ 

إِفَّ ىَػػػػذِهِ مُػقػَدّْمَػػوْ (وَبَػعْػػدُ) 4  فِيػمَػا عَػمػَى قػَارِئِػوِ أَفْ يَعْػمػَمَػوْ 

ُـ 5 ُـ  مُػحَػتَّػػ يْػيِػ  قػَبْػؿَ الػشُّػرُوعِ أَوَّلًا أَفْ  يَعْػمػَمُػوا إذْ وَاجِػػػبٌ عَمػَ

ػفػَاتِ 6  لِيَمْػفِػظػُوا بِػأَفػْصَػحِ  الػمُّػغَػػاتِ مَػخَػارِجَ الْػحُػرُوؼِ  وَالػصّْ

رِي التَّػجْػوِيػدِ وَالػمَػوَاقِػؼِ 7 َـ فِػي  المَصَػاحِػؼِ مُػحَػرّْ  وَمَػا الَّػذِي رُسِػ

ْـ تَكُػفْ تكُْػتػَبْ بِػيػَا مِػفْ كُػؿّْ مَقْطػُوعٍ وَمَوْصُػوؿٍ  بِػيػَا 8  وَتػَاءِ أُنْثػَى لػَ

 باب مخارج الحروؼ

 عَمػَى الَّػذِي يَخْتػَارُهُ مَػػفِ  اخْتػَبَػرْ مَخَػارِجُ الػحُػرُوؼِ سَبْػعَػةَ عَػشَػرْ 9

 حُػػرُوؼُ مَػػدٍّ لِمْػيػَوَاءِ تَنْػتػَيِػي فَأَلػِؼُ الػجَػوْؼِ وأُخْتػَاىَػا  وَىِػػي 10

ّـَ لَأقْصَػى الْحَػمػْؽِ ىَػمْػزٌ ىَػػاءُ 11 ّـَ لػِوَسْػطِػوِ فػَعَػيْػفٌ  حَػػػاءُ ثػُ  ثػُػ

ّـَ الْػكَػاؼُ أَدْنَػػاهُ غَػيْػفٌ خَػاؤُىَػا والػْقػَػاؼُ 12  أَقْصَػى المّْسَػافِ فػَوْؽُ ثػُػ

ُـ الشّْػيػفُ يَػػا 13 ػادُ مِػػفْ حَافػَتػِوِ إِذْ وَلِػيَػػا أَسْفػَؿُ وَالْوَسْػطُ فَجِيػ  وَالػضَّ

ُـ أَدْنَػػاىَػػا لِمُنْػتػَيػَاىَػا الاضْػرَاسَ مِػػفْ أَيْػسَػرَ أَوْ يُمْنَػاىَػا 14  وَالػػػلاَّ

ػيػوِ لِظػَيػْرٍ  أَدْخَػمػُوا وَالنُّػوفُ مِػفْ طَرَفِػوِ تَحْػتَ اجْعَػمػُوا 15  وَالػػرَّا يُدَانِ
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فػِيْػرُ  مُسْتػَكِػفْ وَالطَّػاءُ وَالػدَّاؿُ وَتػَا مِػنْػوُ  وَمِػػفْ 16  عُمْيػَا الثَّنَػايَػا والصَّ

يَػا مِنْػوُ وَمِػفْ فػَوْؽِ الثَّنَػايَػا  السُّفػْمػَى 17  وَالػظَّػاءُ وَالػػذَّاؿُ وَثػَػا  لِمْعُػمػْ

 فَالْفػَا مَػعَ أطْػراؼِ الثَّنَايَػا  الْمُشْرِفػَوْ مِػفْ طَرَفَيْيِمَػا وَمِػفْ بَػطْػفِ الشَّػفػَوْ 18

ُـ 19 يْػػ فَتػَيْػفِ الْػػػوَاوُ بَػػػاءٌ مِػ  وَغُػنَّػػةٌ مَخْػرَجُػيػَا  الخَػيْػشُػوُـ لِمشَّ

 باب الصفات

ػدَّ قػُػػؿْ صِفَاتيَُػا جَػيػْرٌ وَرِخُػػوٌ  مُسْتػَفِػؿْ 20  مُنْفػَتػِحٌ مُصْمَػتػَةٌ وَالػضّْ

(فَحَثَّػوُ شَخْػصٌ  سَػكَػتْ)مَيْمُوسُيػَا  21 (أَجِػػدْ قػَػطٍ بَػكَػتْ)شَدِيْدُىَػا لَفْػظُ    

(لػِفْ عُػمَػرْ )وَبَيْػفَ رَخْػوٍ وَالشَّدِيػدِ  22 حَصَػرْ (خُصَّ ضَغْػطٍ قِػظْ)وَسَبْعُ عُمْوٍ    

الحُػرُوؼِ المُذْلَقػَوْ (فِػرَّ مِػفْ لػُبّْ)وَ  وَصَػادُ ضَػادٌ طػَاءُ ظػَػاءٌ  مُطْبػَقػَوْ 23  

وَالػمّْػيػفُ  (قػُطْػبُ جَػػدٍ)قَمْقػَمػَةٌ  صَفِيػرُىَػا صَػػػادٌ وَزَايٌ  سِػيػػفُ 24  

ػحَػا وَاوٌ وَيَػػػاءٌ سَػكَػنَػا وَانْػفػَتػَحَػا 25  قَبْمَيػُمَػا وَالانْػحِػػرَاؼُ  صُػحَّ

ػرٍ  جُػعِػؿْ 26 ِـ وَالػرَّا وَبِتَكْرِيْ ًً  وَلمتَّفَشّْػي الشّْػيْػفُ ضَػػادًا اسْتػَطِػؿْ فِػي الػلاَّ

 باب التجويد

ُـ وَالَأخْػػذُ بِالتَّػجْػوِيػدِ حَػتػْػٌـ  لازُِـ 27 دِ الْػقػُرَآفَ آثِػػ ْـ يُػجَػوّْ  مَػػفْ لػَػ

يْػنَػا  وَصَػػػلَا لَأنَّػػػوُ بِػػػوِ الِإلػَػػوُ  أَنْػػػزَلَا 28  وَىَػكَػذَا مِػنْػوُ إِلػَ

ػيػةُ الػتّْػػلَاوَهْ 29 ًَ  وَزِيْػػنَػػػةُ الَأدَاءِ  وَالػْػقِػػػرَاءَهْ وَىُػػوَ أَيْػضًػا حِػؿْ

 مِػػفْ صِػفػَةٍ لػَيػَا  وَمُستَحَػقَّػيػَا وَىُػػوَ إِعْػطػَاءُ الْػحُػرُوؼَ حَقَّػيػَا 30

 وَالمَّػفػْظُ فِػػي نَػظِػيْػرِهِ كَمِػثػْمػِوِ وَرَدُّ كُػػػؿّْ وَاحِػػػدٍ  لَأصْػػمػِػوِ 31

 بِالمُّطْػؼِ فِػي النُّطْػؽِ بِػػلَا تَعَػسُّػؼِ مُكَمَّػلًا مِػػفْ غَػيْػرِ مَػػا  تَكَػمُّػؼِ 32
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 إِلاَّ رِيَػاضَػػةُ امْػػػرِئٍ بِػفػَكّْػػوِ وَلػَيْػسَ بَيْػنَػوُ وَبَػيْػػفَ  تػَرْكِػػوِ 33

 باب الترقيؽ

َـ لػَفػْظِ  الَألػِػؼِ فَرَقّْػقػَفْ مُسْتػَفِػلًا مِػػفَ احْػػػرُؼِ 34  وَحَػػاذِرَفْ تَفْخِػيػ

 باب استعماؿ الحروؼ

َـ لػِمَّػػوِ لػَػنَػػا وَىَػمْػزَ الحَػمْػدُ أَعُػػوذُ  إِىْػدِنَػػا 35 ّـَ لَا  الػمَّػػوِ ثػُػػ

 وَالْمِيػِـ مِػفْ مَخْمَصَػةٍ وَمِػفْ  مَػرَضْ وَلْيَتَمَطَّػؼْ وَعَمػَى الػمَّػوِ وَلَا الػػضْ 36

ْـ  بِػذِي 37  فَاحْرِصْ عَمػَى الشّْػدَّةِ وَالجَيػْرِ الَّػذِي وَبَػاءِ بَػػرْؽٍ بَػاطِػؿٍ بِػيِػ

ػبْػرِ 38  رَبْػػوَةٍ اجْتػُثَّػتْ وَحَػػجّْ  الفػَجْػرِ فِييػَا وَفِػي الْجِيػِـ كَػحُػبّْ الصَّ

فْ يَكُػفْ فِػي الْوَقْػؼِ كَػػافَ أَبْيَػنَػا وَبَػيّْػنَػفْ مُػقػَمػْقػَلًا إِفْ سَػكَػنَػػا 39  وَاِ 

 وَسِػيػفَ مُسْتَقػِيػِـ يَسْػطػُو  يَسْػقػُو وَحَػاءَ حَصْحَػصَ أَحَػطْػتَ  الْػحَػؽُّ 40

 باب الراءات

 كَػذَاؾَ بَعْػدَ الْكَسْػرِ حَيْػثُ  سَكَػنَػتْ وَرَقّْػػؽِ الػػرَّاءَ إِذَا مَػػا كُػسِػرَتْ 41

ْـ تَكُػفْ مِػفْ قَبْػؿِ حَػرْؼِ اسْتِعْػلَا 42  أَوْ كَانَػتِ الكَسْػرَةُ لَيْػسَػتْ  أَصْػػلَا إِفْ لَ

 وَأَخْػػػؼِ تػَكْػرِيْػرًا إِذَا  تػُشَػػدَّدُ وَالْخُمػْؼُ فِػي فِػرْؽٍ لِكَسْػرٍ  يُػوْجَػدُ 43

 باب اللامات

َـ مِػػفِ اسْػػِـ  الػمَّػوِ 44 ػِـ الػػلاَّ بْػدُ  الػمَّػوِ وَفَخّْ ّـٍ كَعػَ  عَػفْ فَتػْحٍ أوْ ضَػػ

ْـ  وَاخْصُصَػا 45 ػ  الاطْبػَاؽَ أَقْػوَى نَحْػوُ قػَاؿَ وَالْعَػصَػا وَحَػرْؼَ الاسْتِعْػلَاءِ فَخّْ

ْـ وَقػَػعْ وَبَيّْػفِ الِإطْبػَاؽَ مِػفْ أَحَػطػتُّ مَػػعْ 46  بَسَطْػتَ وَالخُػمػْؼُ بِنَخْمُقػكُّػ

نَػا وَاحْرِصْ عَمػَى السُّكُػوفِ فِػي  جَعَمْنػَا 47  أَنْعَمْػتَ وَالمَغْضُػوبِ مَػػعْ  ضَمَمػْ
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 خَػوْؼَ اشْتِبَاىِػوِ بِمَحْظُػورًا  عَػصَػى وَخَمّْػصِ انْفِتػَاحَ مَػحْػذُورًا  عَػسَػى 48

نَػتػَا وَرَاعِ شَػػػدَّةً بِػػكَػػاؼٍ وَبِػػتػَػا 49 ْـ وَتػَتػَوَفَّػػى فِػتػْ  كَشِػرْكِػكُػ

 فصؿ في إدغاـ المتماثميف والمتجانسيف

لَػيْ مِػثػْؿٍ وَجِػنْػسٍ إفْ  سَػكَػفْ 50 ْـ كَػقػُؿْ رَّبّْ وَبَػػؿ لَا  وَأَبِػػفْ وَأَوَّ  أَدْغِػ

ْـ 51 ْـ وَقػُؿْ نَعَػ ْـ فِي يَػوِْـ مَػعْ قَالػُوا وَىُػ  سَبّْػحْػوُ لَا تػُػزِغْ قػُمػُوبَ  فَمْتػَقػَ

 باب الضاد والظاء

ػادَ بِاسْتػِطػَالػَةٍ  وَمَػخْػػرَجِ 52  مَيّْػزْ مِػفَ الػظَّػاءِ وَكُمُّػيػَا  تػَجِػي وَالػضَّ

ُـ الْحِفْػظِ 53 َـ ظػَيػْرِ المَّػفػْظِ فِي الظَّعْفِ ظِػؿّْ الظُّيػْرِ عُظػْ  أيْقِػظْ وَأنْظِػرْ عَظػْ

 أُغْمػُظْ ظػَلاَـ ظُفػْرٍ انْتػَظِػرْ  ظػَمَػا ظَاىِػرْ لَظػَى شُػوَاظِ كَػظْػٍـ ظَمػَمَػا 54

 عِضِيػفَ ظػَؿَّ النَّحْػؿِ زُخْػرُؼٍ سَػوَا أَظْفػَرَ ظَنِّػا كَيْػؼَ جَػا وَعِػظْ سِػوَى 55

ْـ وَبِػػرُوٍـ ظػَمُّػػوا 56  كَالْحِػجْػرِ ظػَمَّػتْ شُػعَػرَا  نَػظػَؿُّ وَظػَمػْتُ ظَمػْتػُ

 وَكُػنْػتَ فػَظِّػا وَجَمِػيْػعِ الػنَّػظػَرِ يَظْمَمْػفَ مَحْػظػُورًا مَػػعَ المُحْتػَظِػرِ 57

 وَالْغَيْػظِ لَا الرَّعْػدِ وَىُػػودٍ قػَاصِػرَهْ إِلاَّ بِػوَيْػؿٍ ىَػػؿْ وَأُولػَػى نَػاضِػرَهْ 58

 وَفِػػي ضَنػِيْػفٍ الْػخِػلَاؼُ سَػامِػي وَالْحَػظُّ لَا الْحَػضُّ عَػمػَى  الطَّػعَػاِـ 59

 باب التحذيرات

فْ تػَلَاقػَػيَػػا الػبَػػيَػػافُ  لَازُِـ 60 ُـ وَاِ   أَنْػقػَضَ ظػَيػْرَؾَ يَػعَػضُّ الظَّػالػِ

ُـ 61 ُـ وَاضْطػُرَّ مَػعْ وَعَظػْتَ مَػعْ أَفَضْػتػُ يْػيِػ ْـ عَمػَ  وَصَػػؼّْ ىَػػا جِبَاىُػيػُ

 باب الميـ والنوف المشددتيف والميـ الساكنة

 مِػيْػٍـ إِذَا مَػػا شُػػدّْدَا  وَأَخْػفِػيَػفْ وأَظْيِػرِ الغُنَّػةَ مِػػفْ نُػػوفٍ وَمِػػفْ 62
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َـ إِفْ تَسْػكُػفْ بِغُػنَّػةٍ  لػَػػدَى 63  بَػاءٍ عَمػَى المُخْتػَارِ مِػفْ أَىْػػؿِ الأدَا الْمِػيْػ

 وَاحْػذَرْ لػَدَى وَاوٍ وَفػَػا أفْ تَخْتػَفِػي وَأظْيِرَنْيػَا عِػنْػدَ بَػاقِػي الَأحْػػرُؼِ 64

 باب حكـ النوف الساكنة والتنويف

ُـ تَنْػوِيْػفٍ وَنُػػوفٍ  يُػمػْفػَى 65  إِظْػيػَارٌ ادْغَػػاٌـ وَقػَمػْبٌ  إخْػفػَػا وَحُػكْػ

ْـ 66  فِػي الػلاَِّـ وَالػػرَّا لَا بِغُػنَّػةٍ لػَػزِْـ فَعِنْػدَ حَػرْؼِ الحَمػْؽِ أَظْيِػرْ وَادَّغِػػ

 إِلاَّ بِكِػمػْمَػةٍ كَػدُنْػيَػا  عَػنْػوَنُػػوا وَأَدْغِػمَػفْ بِغُػنَّػةٍ فِػػػي يُػومِػػفُ 67

 الاخْفػَا لػَدَى بَاقِػي الحُػرُوؼِ أُخِػػذَا وَالقَمػْبُ عِػنْػدَ الػبَػا بِغُػنَّػةٍ كَػػذَا 68

 باب المد والقصر

بَػتػَا وَالػْمَػػدُّ لَازٌِـ وَوَاجِػػػبٌ  أَتػَػػى 69  وَجَػائِػزٌ وَىْػػوَ وَقػَصْػػرٌ ثػَ

 سَػاكِػفُ حَالػَيْػفِ وَبِالػطُّػوؿِ  يُػمَػدْ فػَلَازٌِـ إِفْ جَػاءَ بَعْػدَ حَػػرْؼِ مَػػدْ 70

 مُػتَّػصِػلًا إِفْ جُػمِػعَػا بِػكِػمػْمَػةِ وَوَاجِػػبٌ إفْ جَػػاءَ قػَبْػؿَ ىَػمْػزَةِ 71

 أَوْ عَػرَضَ السُّكُػوفُ وَقْػفػًا مُسْػجَػلَا وَجَػائِػػزٌ إِذَا أَتػَػػى مُػنْػفػَصِػلَا 72

 باب معرفة الوقوؼ

 لَابُػػدَّ مِػػفْ مَعْػرِفػَةِ  الْػوُقػُػوؼِ وَبَػعْػػدَ تػَجْػوِيْػدِؾَ لػِمػْحُػػرُوؼِ 73

ُـ إِذَفْ 74  ثػَلَاثػَةً تػَػاٌـ وَكَػػػاؼٍ وَحَػسَػػفْ وَالابْػتػِػدَاءِ وَىْػػػيَ تػُقػْسَػ

ْـ يُػوجَػدِ 75 ّـَ فػَػإفْ لػَػ  تَعَػمُّػؽٌ أَوْ كَػػافَ مَعْػنًػى  فَابْػتػَدي وَىْػيَ لِمَػا تػَ

ُـ فَالْكَػافِػي وَلَفْػظػًا فَامْنػَعَػفْ 76 زْ  فَالْػحَػسَػفْ فَالػتَّػا  إِلاَّ رُؤُوسَ الآيِ جَػػػوّْ

ّـَ قَبػِيْػحٌ وَلػَػػوُ 77  يُوقػَؼُ مُضْػطػَرِّا وَيُػبْػدَا  قَبْػمػَوُ وَغَػيْػرُ مَػػا تػَػ

 وَلَا حَػرَاٍـ غَيْػرَ مَػػا لػَػوُ سَػبَػبْ وَلَيْسَ فِي الْقػُرْآفِ مِػفْ وَقْػؼٍ  وَجَػبْ 78
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 باب المقطوع والموصوؿ وحكـ التاء

 فِػي مُصْحَػؼِ الِإمَػاِـ فِيمَػا قػَدْ أَتػَى وَاعْػرِؼْ لِمَقْطػُوعٍ وَمَوْصُػوؿٍ  وَتػَػا 79

 مَػػػعْ مَػمػْجَػػأَ وَلَا إِلػَػػػوَ  إِلاَّ فَاقػْطػَعْ بِػعَػشْػرِ كَػمػِمَػاتٍ أفْ  لا 80

 يُشْرِكْػفَ تُشْػرِؾْ يَدْخُمْػفَ تَعْمػُوا عَمػَى وَتَعْػبػُدُوا يَاسِػيْػفَ ثػَانِػي ىُػػودَ لَا 81

 بِالرَّعْػدِ وَالمَفْتػُوحَ صِػؿْ وَعَػفْ مَػػا أَفْ لا يَقػُولػُوا لَا أَقػُػػوؿَ إِفَّ مَػػػا 82

ْـ مَػػفْ أَسَّػسَػا نُيُوا اقْطَعُػوا مِػفْ مَػا بِػرُوٍـ  وَالنّْسَػا 83  خُػمػْؼُ المُنَافِقِػيػفَ أَ

مػَتِ النّْسَػا وَذِبْػػحٍ حَػيْػثُ مَػػا 84  وَأَفْ لػَِـ المَفػْتػُوحَ كَػسْػرُ إِفَّ  مَػػا فُصّْ

َـ وَالمَفػْتػُوحَ يَػدْعُػوفَ  مَػعَػا 85  وَخُػمػْؼُ الانْػفػَاؿِ وَنَػحْػؿٍ  وَقػَعَػا الانْعَػا

 رُدُّوا كَذَا قػُؿْ بِئْسَمَػا وَالْوَصْػؿَ صِػؼْ وَكُػػؿّْ مَػػا سَأَلْتػُمُػوهُ وَاخْػتػُمػِؼْ 86

ُـ اشْتَيػَتْ يَبْمػُوا مَػعَػا خَمَفْتمُُونِػي وَاشْتػَرَوْا فِػي مَػا اقْطَعَػا 87  أُوحِػيْ أَفَضْتػُ

 تَنْزِيْػؿَ شُعَػرَا وَغَػيْػرَ ذِي  صِػػلَا ثػَانِػي فَعَػمػْفَ وَقػَعَػتْ رُوٍـ  كِػػلَا 88

 فِي الظُّمػَةِ الاحْػزَابَ وَالنّْسَػا  وُصِػؼْ فَأَيْنَمَػا كَالنَّػحْػؿِ صِػػؿْ وَ مُخْتػَمػَؼْ 89

ْـ ىُػػودَ أَلَّػػفْ  نَجْػعَػلَا 90  نَجْمَػعَ كَيْػلَا تَحْزَنُػوا تأَْسَػوْا  عَػمػَى وَصِػؿْ فَإِلَّػ

ْـ 91 ْـ حَػػجّّ عَمػَيْػؾَ حَػػرَجٌ وَقَطْػعُػيػُ  عَفْ مَػفْ يَشَػاءُ مَػفْ تَوَلَّػى يَػوَْـ ىُػ

 تَحِيْػفَ فِػي الإمَػاِـ صِػؿْ وَوُىّْػػلَا ومَػػاؿِ ىَػػذَا وَالَّػذِيػػفَ ىَػػػؤلَُا 92

ْـ  صِػػػؿِ 93 ْـ وَكَػالػُوىُػ  كَػذَا مِػفَ اؿْ وَىَػا وَيَػػا لَا تَفْػصِػؿِ وَوَزَنػُوىُػػ

 باب التاءات

 الاعْػرَاؼِ رُوٍـ ىُػودِ كَػػاؼِ الْبَػقػَرَهْ وَرَحْمَػتُ الػزُّخْػرُؼِ بِالػتَّػا زَبَػػرَهْ 94

ْـ 95 ْـ نِعْمَتػُيػَا ثػَػلاثُ نَػحْػؿٍ  إبْػرَىَػػ  مَعػًا أَخِيْػرَاتٌ عُقػُودُ الػثَّػافِ  ىَػػ
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ّـَ فػَاطِػػرٌ كَػالػطُّػورِ 96  عِػمْػرَافَ لَعْػنَػتْ بِػيػَا وَالػنُّػػورِ لُقْػمَػافُ ثػُػ

َـ مَعْصِيػَتْ بِقَػدْ سَمِػعْ  يُخَػصْ وَامْػرَأَتُ يُوسُػؼَ عِمْػرَافَ الْقػَصَػصْ 97 ػ  تَحْرِيْ

 كُػػلاِّ وَالانْػفػَاؿِ وَحَػػرْؼَ غَػافِػرِ شَػجَػرَتَ الػدُّخَػافِ سُػنَّػةَ فػَاطِػرِ 98

 فِطْػرَتْ بَقِػيَّػتْ وَابْػنَػتْ  وَكَمػِمَػتْ قػُرَّةُ عَيْػفٍ جَػنَّػتَ فِػػي وَقػَعَػتْ 99

 جَمْعًػا وَفػَرْدًا فِيْػوِ بِالػتَّػاءِ عُػػرِؼْ أَوْسَػطَ اَلاعْػرَاؼِ وَكُػؿُّ مَػا  اخْتُمػِؼْ 100

 باب ىمز الوصؿ

ْـ 101 ْـ وَابْدَأْ بِيَمْػزِ الْوَصْػؿِ مِػفْ فِعْػؿٍ بِضَػ  إفْ كَػافَ ثاَلػِثٌ مِػفَ الفِػعْػؿِ يُػضَػ

 الاسْمَػاءِ غَيْػرَ الػلاَِّـ كَسْرَىَػا وَفِػػي وَاكْسِػرْهُ حَػاؿَ الْكَسْػرِ وَالْفَتػْحِ وَفِػي 102

 وَامْػػرَأةٍ وَاسْػػٍـ مَػػػعَ اثْنَػتػَيْػفِ ابْػفٍ مَػػعَ ابْػنَػةِ امْػػرِئٍ وَاثْنَػيْػفِ 103

 باب الوقؼ عمى أواخر الكمـ

بَػعْػضُ حَػرَكَػػوْ وَحَػػاذِرِ الْػوَقػْؼَ بِػكُػؿّْ الحَػرَكَػوْ 104  إِلاَّ إِذَا رُمْػػتَ فػَ

ْـ 105 ْـ إِلاَّ بِػفػَتػْحٍ أَوْ بِػنَػصْػبٍ وَأَشِػػػ ّـْ فِػي رَفػْػعٍ  وَضَػػ ػ  إِشَػارَةً بِالضَّ

 الخاتمة

ػى نَظْػمِػيَ  المُقػَدّْمَػوْ 106  مِػنّْػي لػِقػَارِئِ الػقػُرْآفِ تػَقػْدِمَػوْ وَقػَػدْ تَقَػضَّ

شَػدْ أَبْيَاتيَُػا قػَػاؼٌ وَزَاىٌ فِػػي  الْػعَػدَدْ 107  مَػفْ يُحْسِػفِ التَّجْوِيػدَ يَظْفَػرْ  بِالرَّ

ُـ (وَالػحَػمْػدُ لِله) 108 لػَػيػَػا خِػػتػَػا ُـ  ػلَاةُ بَػعْػػدُ وَالػسَّػػلَا ّـَ الػصَّ  ثػُػ

 وَصَػحْػبػِوِ وتػَابِػعِػي مِػنْػوَالػِػوِ عَػمػَى النَّػبػِيّْ المُصْطػَفػَى وَآلػِػوِ 109
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Appendix III : 

Tuhfat al atfal poem ( it summarizes the rules of /n/ and /m/ and lengthening:  

 

 

 

 المقدمة

(1) ـلـُٞسِ  َـ ُْ ٍُ سَاجِـ٢ سَدٔحِ ا َٞ اُجَْٔـضُْٝسِٟ ٣وَُــٞ ُٕ ُٛـ ا َٔ َٓـاً سُِـ٤َْ ْٝ  دَ

(2) ظَـِّـ٤ِاً ػَـِـ٠  ُٓ  ِٚ ـ ــذُ ُِِّـَ ْٔ ْٖ ذَـلاَ اُذَْ ـ َٓ َٝ  ِٚ ـــذٍ ٝآُـِـ َٔ ـذَ ُٓ  

(3) ش٣ِــذِ  ُٔ ِْـ ُِ ُْ ظْـ تؼَْـذُ ٛـزَا اُّ٘ـَ َٝ ذُٝدِ  ُٔ ُْ ا َٝ  ِٖ ٣ ِٞ ْ٘ ِٕ ٝاُرّـَ  كــ٢ اُ٘ـُٞ

(4)  ٍِ ٤رـُـُٚ تِرُذلـَح الأؽَْلاَ َّٔ ٍِ سَــ ٌَٔا ُْ ٠ِِّٜ ر١ِ ا ٤ـ ِٔ ُْ ْٖ ش٤َْـخِ٘اَ ا  ػَـ

(5) ـلَغَ اُطُّـلاَّتَـا  ْ٘ َ٣ ْٕ اتـا أسَْجُــٞ تِـٚ أَ َٞ اُصّـَ َٝ  ٍَ ُْوـَثـُٞ ا َٝ الأجَْــشَ  َٝ  

 إُ٘ٞ اُساً٘ح ٝاُر٣ٖٞ٘

(6)  ِٖ ٣ ِٞ ْ٘ ُِِرّـَ َٝ  ْٖ ٌُ ْٕ ذسَْـ ِٕ إِ ٍّ كخَُـزْ ذَثْـ٤ـ٤ِـ٘ـ٢ِ ُِِـُّ٘ــٞ ـا ٌَ  أسَْتَـغُ أدَْ

(7) ََ أدَْـشُفِ  ٍُ الإظْـٜاَسُ هـَثْـ َّٝ ِْـنِ سِـدٍ سُذِّثَدْ كَِـرـَؼْشِفِ كـَالأَ  ُِِذَْـ

(8) ٌٖ دَـاءُ  َّْ ػَـ٤ْـ ـضٌ كـَٜـَاءٌ شُـ ْٔ ٌٖ خَــاءُ َٛ َّْ ؿ٤َْـ ِٕ شُــ ِـَراَ َٔ ْٜ ـ ُٓ  

(9) ٌّ تِسـرَّحٍ أذََـدْ  ْْ هذَْ شَثَرَدْ ٝاُـصّـاَٗـ٢ إدِْؿَـا َٕ ػِ٘ذَُْٛ ـِـُٞ َٓ  كـ٢ِ ٣َـشْ

(10) ا  َٔ ٌْ ٣ُـذْؿَـ ِٕ هسِْــ ا َٔ اَ هسِْـ َّٜ٘ ٌِ ـا َُـ َٔ ُٔٞ ػُِـِ ْ٘ـ ـ ـّ٘ـحٍَ ت٤َِ ُـ ـ ِٚ تِ  كـ٤ِ

(11) ـحٍ كـَـلاَ  َٔ ِْ ـاَٗـا تِـٌــِ ًَ ٍٕ ذَـلاَ إلِاَّ إرَِا  ا َٞ ْ٘ َّْ طِـ ْٗـ٤اَ شُ ذُ ًَ  ْْ  ذُـذْؿِـ

(12) ٤ْــشِ ؿُـَّ٘حْ  َـ ٌّ تِ اٗـ٢ إدِْؿَــا اُصّـَ َٝ  ْٚ ـشّسَّٗـَ ًَ  َّْ ا شُـ اُـشَّ َٝ  ِّ  كـ٢ اُـلاَّ

(13) ثَـاءِ  ُْ ْ٘ـذَ ا اُصـَاُـسُ الِإهْـلابَُ ػِ َّٝ ـغَ الِإخْـلـَاءِ  َٓ ـ٘ـَـحٍ  ُـ ٤ــٔاً تِ ِٓ  

(14)  َِ ُْلاػِـ ْ٘ـذَ ا اتِـغُ الِإخْـلاَءُ ػِ اُشَّ َٝ  َِ ِْلاَػِـ اجِـةٌ ُِ َٝ َٖ اُذُـشُٝفِ  ـ ِٓ  

(15) اَٛ  ضُ ْٓ ْٖ تؼَْذِ ػَشْشٍ سَ ِٓ سَـحٍ  ْٔ كـ٢ خَ ٘ـْرـُٜاَ  َّٔ ِْ ٛزَا اُث٤َْدِ هـَذْ ػَ ِْ ًِ  كـ٢ِ 

(16) ا  َٔ ْْ جَادَ شَخْضٌ هذَْ س ًَ ا طِقْ رَا شَـ٘اَ  َٔ ٤ّـثَاً صِدْ ك٢ِ ذُـو٠ًَ ػَغْ ظاَُِـ ّْ ؽَ  دُ
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 ا٤ُْٔ ٝإُ٘ٞ أُشذدذ٤ٖ

(17) دَا  َّْ ُٗٞٗـاً شُــذِّ ٤ـٔاً شُـ ِٓ  َّٖ ؿُـ َٝ ًُـلاً دَـشْفَ ؿُـَّ٘حٍ تَـذَا   ِّْ سَــ َٝ  

 ا٤ُْٔ اُساً٘ح

(18) ِٜجَا  ُْ ََ ا ْٖ ذج٠َِ هَثْ ٌُ ْٕ ذسَْـ ُْ إِ ا٤ُِٔـ َٝ  لاَ أَُــقٍ ٤َُِّــ٘حٍَ ُِــزِٟ اُذِْـجَا 

(19) ْٖ ػَثـَؾْ  ـ َٔ ـٜاَ شَـلاشََـحٌ ُِ ُٓ ا ٌَ إظِْـٜـَاسٌ كوَـَـؾْ أدَْـ َٝ  ٌّ  إخِْـلاَءٌ ادْؿَـا

(20) ثَــاءِ  ُْ ْ٘ـذَ ا ٍُ الِإخْـلـَاءُ ػِ َّٝ اءِ كـَالأَ ِْـوـُـشَّ ُِ َّٟ ِٞ لْــ ِٚ اُشَّ ـ ِّٔ سَـ َٝ  

(21) ـصِْـِٜاَ أذََـ٠  ِٔ ٌّ تِ اُصّـاَٗـ٠ إدِْؿَـا َٝ ِّْ إدؿـآاً طَـــ٤ِشاً ٣َا كـَر٠َ  سَـ َٝ  

(22) حْ  ثو٤َِّـَ ُْ اُصـَّاُِـسُ الِإظْـٜاَسُ كـ٠ِ ا َٝ  ْٚ ٣َّـ ِٞ ـٜاَ شَلْ ِّٔ سَـ َٝ ْٖ أدَْـشُفٍ  ـ ِٓ  

(23) ْٕ ذخَْرَـل٠ِ  كـَا أَ َٝ  ٍٝ ا َٝ ادْـزَسْ ُذََٟ  َٝ لاذذادِ كاَػْـشِفِ  َٝ  ُِـوـُشْتِــٜاَ 

ّ اُلؼَ  لاّ آٍ ٝلا

(24) ََ الأدَْــشُفِ  ِٕ هـَثْـ ٍْ دَـالاَ ِّ أَ ِْرـؼَْـشِفِ ُلِاَ ا إظِْـٜـَاسُٛاَ كَ َٔ  أُٝلاَٛـُـ

(25) ـُٚ  َٔ ِْ غْ ػَشْشَجٍ خُـزْ ػِ َٓ ََ اسْتَـغٍ  خَـقْ ػَو٤ِـٔـُٚ هَثْ َٝ ـيَ  َٖ اتْـؾِ دَجَّ ِٓ  

(26) ـٜاَ كـ٠ أسَْتَـغٍ  ُٓ ا إدِْؿَـا َٔ ِٜـ ٤ـ ـضَٛاَ كـَغِ شَاِٗ ْٓ سَ َٝ ػَـشْـشَجٍ أ٣َْـؼاً  َٝ  

(27) اً ذلَُـضْ ػِقْ رَا ٗؼَِْ  َٔ َْ سُدْ َّْ طِ ـشَّ ؽِةْ شُ ٌَ ِْ ٍٖ صُسْ شَش٣ِـلاًَ ُِ  دَعْ سُـٞءَ ظَ

(28)  ْٚ ـش٣َِّـ ْٔ ـٜاَ هَ ِّٔ َّ الاُُٝـ٠َ سَـ اُلاَّ َٝ  ْٚ سِـ٤َّ ْٔ ـٜاَ شَ ِّٔ َٟ سَ َّ الاخُْـش اُـلاَّ َٝ  

(29) طِْـَـواً  ُٓ  ٍَ َّ كـِؼْــ َّٕ لاَ ِٜـشَ ُْروَـ٠َ ٝأظْـ ا َٝ ِْـ٘اَ  هُ َٝ  ْْ َْ ٗؼََ ِٞ هُ  كـ٠ ٗذَْـ

رجاٗس٤ٖ رواست٤ٖ ٝأُ  أُص٤ِٖ ٝأُ

(30) خَـاسِضِ اذَّلَـنْ  َٔ اُ َٝ لاَخِ  ْٕ ك٢ِ اُظِّ ا أدََـنْ إِ َٔ ِٜـ ِٕ كـ٤ِ صْـلاَ ِٔ ُْ ِٕ كاَ  دَـشْكاَ

(31) خْـشَجـا ذًَـوـَاسَتَـا  َٓ ـَٞٗا  ٌُ َ٣ ْٕ إِ َٝ ـلاَخِ اخْرـَِـَلاَ ٣ُِوََّــثاَ  كـ٢ اُظِّ َٝ  

(32) ــَٞٗا اذَّلَـواَ  ٌُ َ٣ ْٝ ِٖ أَ ـرْـواَسِتَـ٤ْ ُٓ واَ  لاَخِ دُوّـِ َٕ اُظِّ ـخْشَضٍ دُٝ َٓ  كـ٢ِ 

(33)  ْٖ ـ ٌَ ْٕ سـَ َّْ إِ ِٖ شُــ رجََاٗسَِــ٤ْ ُٔ ُْ ْٖ تِا ـ٤ـَ ِّٔ ـ٤شَ سَـ ِـ ـ ٍَّ كاَُظَّ ًُـ  ٍُ َّٝ  أَ

(34)  َْ ٍَّ كوَـُ ًُ ِٕ ك٠  ىَ اُذَـشْكـَا ْٝ دُـشِّ َْ أَ ـصُ ُٔ ُْ ْ٘ـُٚ تِا ـ َٔ ثـِـ٤شُ ٝاكَْٜ ًَ  ٌَّ ـ ًُ  

 أهساّ أُذ

(35) َٝ كـَشْػِــ٠ٌّ َُـُٚ  ـذَُّ أطَِِْـ٠ُّ  أُ َٝ ٛـُــٞ  َٝ لاً ؽَث٤ِـؼِـ٤اًّ  َّٝ ِّْ أَ سَــ َٝ  

(36) هُّـقٌ َُـُٚ ػَـِـ٠ سَـثَةْ  َٞ ـالاَ ذَ َٓ ِٚ اُذُـشُٝفُ ذجُْـرـَِـَةْ  لاتـِذُِٝٗ َٝ  
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(37)  ْٕ ٌُٞ ْٝ سُـ ضٍ أَ ْٔ ُّٟ دَشْفٍ ؿ٤َشُْ َٛ َْ أَ ت  ْٕ ـٞ ٌُ ـذٍّ كاَُطَّثـِـ٤ؼ٠َِّ ٣َ َٓ  جَا تؼَْـذَ 

(38) هـُٞفٌ ػَِـ٢  ْٞ َٓ ُْلشَْػِـ٠ُّ  ا٥خَشُ ا َٝ سْـجَـلاً  ُٓ  ٍٕ ٌُٞ ْٝ سُ ضٍ أَ ْٔ ًََٜ  سَـثَةْ 

(39) ٠َْٛ ك٠ ُٗٞدِـ٤ـٜاَ دُـشُٝكـُـُٚ شَـــلاشََـحٌ كؼَِـ٤ـٜاَ  َٝ  ٍٟ ا َٝ ْٖ ُلَْـعِ  ِٓ  

(40)  ْْ ِٝ ػَـ ُْٞا ََ ا هَثْ َٝ ٤اَ  ُْ ََ ا سْشُ هَثْـ ٌَ اُ َٝ  ّْ رَــضَ ِْ ََ أَُقٍ ٣ُ كـَرْخٌ هَثْـ َٝ  شَـشْؽٌ 

(41) ـ٘اَ  ٌَ ٌٝ سَـ ا َٝ َٝ ٤اَ  ُْ ٘ـْٜاَ ا ِٓ  ُٖ ٤ اُِّـِ َٝ ٍَّ أػُْـِـِ٘اَ  ًُـ  ََ ْٗلِــراَحٌ هَثْـ ِٕ ا  إِ

 أدٌاّ أُذ

(42)  ّْ ٌّ شَـلاشََـحٌ ذَـذُٝ ـا ٌَ ــذِّ أدَْـ َٔ ِْ ِ  ُّْ ضُٝ اُِّـُ َٝ اصُ  َٞ اُجَْ َٝ جُٞبُ  ُٞ ُْ ْٛـ٢َ ا َٝ  

(43) ـذْ  َٓ ـضٌ تؼَْذَ  ْٔ ْٕ جَـاءَ َٛ اجِةٌ إِ َٞ ٍَ ٣ؼَُـذْ كـَ رَّظْــ ُٔ رَا تِ َٝ ــحٍ  َٔ ِْ ًِ  كـ٢ِ 

(44) ْٕ كظُِـَ  هظَْـشٌ إِ َٝ ـذٌ  َٓ جَـائـضٌ  َٝ  َْ ْ٘لظَِــ ـ ُٔ ٛزََا اُ َٝ ــحٍ  َٔ ِْ ٌِ ٌَّ تِ ـ ًُ  

(45)  ُٕ ـٞ ٌُ ـ ْٕ ػَـشَعَ اُسُّ َُ رَا إِ صـْ ِٓ َٝ  ُٖ َٕ ٗسَْـرؼَِــ٤ ـٞ ُٔ رؼَْـِـَ ًَ هْـلاًَ  َٝ  

(46) رَا  َٝ ـذِّ  َٔ ـضُ ػَـِـ٢َ اُ ْٔ َّ اَُْٜ ْٝ هـُذِّ إ٣َِـٔاٗاً خُــزَا أَ َٝ ـُ٘ٞا  َٓ ـآ ًَ  ٍْ  تَـذَ

(47) ــــلاَ  ُٕ أطُِّ ـٞ ٌُ ـ ِٕ اُسُّ ٌّ إِ لاصَِ َٝ لاَ  ّٞ ـذٍّ ؽـُـ َٓ هـْلاً تؼَْـذَ  َٝ َٝ طْلاَ  َٝ  

 أهساّ أُذ اُلاصّ

(48) ٍّ َُـذ٣َْٜ أسَْتَـؼَـحْ  ُّ لاصَِ ْٚ أهَسَْــا ؼَــ َٓ دَشْكـ٢ٌِّ  َٝ ـ٢ُّ  ِٔ ِْ ًِـ ذِـِيَْ  َٝ  

(49)  َُ ـصـَوّـَ ُٓ قٌ  ـخَـلّـَ ُٓ ا  َٔ ًِـلاَُٛـ  َُ ــ ِٙ أسَْتَـؼَـحٌ ذُـلظََّ  كـَٜـَــزِ

(50) ـغْ  َٔ ٌٕ اجْـرَ ٌُٞ ـحٍ سُـ َٔ ِْ ٌِ ـ ْٕ تِ هـَغْ كـَإِ َٝ ـ٢ُّ  ِٔ ِْ ًِ  َٞ ْٜ ـذٍّ كَ َٓ ـغْ دَشْفِ  َٓ  

(51) جِـذَا  ُٝ ْٝ كـ٢ شُـلاشَِـ٢ِّ اُذُشُٝفِ  سْـطُُٚ كذََـشْكـِـ٢ٌّ تَـذَا أَ َٝ ـذُّ  َٔ اُ َٝ  

(52) ا  َٔ ْٕ أدُْؿِـ ٌَ إِ صـَــوـّ ُٓ ا  َٔ ًِـلاَُٛـ ا  َٔ ْْ ٣ُـذْؿَـ َُّ إرَِا َُـ ًُــ قٌ  خَلّـَ َٓ  

(53) سْ  َٞ ــ ٍَ اُسُّ َّٝ ُّ اُذَْـشكـ٢ُِّ أَ اُـلاَّصِ َٝ ٍٕ اٗذَظَــشْ  ـا َٔ كـ٢ِ شَ َٝ جُـٞدُُٙ  ُٝ  

(54) َْ ٗوََضْ  ْْ ػَسَ ًَ ؼُـٜاَ دُـشُٝفُ  َٔ ٍُ أخََضْ ٣َـجْ ِٖ ٝاُطُّٞ جْٜـ٤َْ َٝ ُٖ رُٝ  ػ٤َْ َٝ  

(55) ١ اُذَشْفِ اُصُّلاش٢َِ لاَ أَُِـقْ  َٞ َٓا سِ َٝ ـذّاً ؽَث٤ِـؼِـ٤َّا أُُِــقْ  َٓ  ٙ ـذُّ ُٔ  كـَ

(56) سْ  َٞ ـ اذخِِ اُسُّ َٞ رَاىَ أ٣َْؼـاً كـ٢ِ كـَ َٝ ِٛشٍ هـَذِ اٗذَْظَـشْ   ك٢ِ ُلَْعِ د٢ٍَّ ؽَـا

(57) اذِـخَ الأسَْتـَغْ ػَشَـشْ  َٞ ُْلَ ـغُ ا َٔ ٣جَْ َٝ ْٖ هطَؼَْي رَا اشْـرَٜشَْ  َٓ ُِْٚ سُذ٤َشْاً   طِ

 اُخاذٔح

(58)  ِٚ ــ ذِ اُِّـَ ْٔ ُْ تذَِـ ظْ َّْ رَا اُّ٘ـَ ذَــ َٝ ِٛـ٠  ِٚ تِـلاَ ذَــ٘اَ ـ ِٓ ا َٔ  ػَـِـ٠َ ذَ
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(59) ـ٤اَذُـُٚ َٗـذٌّ تَـذاَ ُِـزِٟ اُُّ٘ـ٠َٜ  ْٖ ٣ُـرْوـِ٘ـُٜاَ أتَْ ـ َٔ  ذَاس٣ِخُُٚ تشُْـشَٟ ُِ

(60) ـــذاَ  ُّ أتََ اُسَّــلاَ َٝ ـلاجَُ  َّْ اُظَّ ـذَا شُـ َٔ ثِـ٤اَءِ أدَْـ ْٗ ِّ الأَ  ػِـِـ٠ خِـراَ

(61) َِّ ذَـاتِـغِ  ًُـ َٝ ــذْةِ  اُظَّ َٝ  ٍِ ا٥ َٝ ـغِ  ِٓ َِّ سَــا ًُـ َِّ هـَاسِئٍ ٝ ًُــ َٝ  
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Appendix IV: Example of an Ijaza (The Phonological Transmission of Reading Quran).  

 



 « Tajweed : une étude phonologique » 
         Résumé : 

            La principale préoccupation de cette étude est d’examiner comment les 

érudits de Tadjweed étudiaient et clarifiaient les sons arabes afin d’éviter que le 

Coran soit mal prononcé et incompréhensible. L’accent est mis sur la place et la 

manière de l’articulation de tous les sons arabes ; en outre, cette étude est également 

une tentative pour voir comment les sons s'influencent entre elles quant elles sont 

voisines. Ces enquêtes phonologiques sont précédées d’un aperçu historique de la 

langue Arabe comme langue et Tadjweed comme une discipline. Étant donné que la 

principale cible est d'éviter l’incompréhension du livre sacré, cette étude peut fournir 

au lecteur du Coran beaucoup de détails phonologique qui aident à atteindre une 

lecture acceptable du Coran. 

 Mots clés: la langue Arabe   phonologie Tajweed  Coran  les sons arabes 

 
“The Art of Tadjweed : a Phonological Study” 

 Abstract : 

 
                The primary concern of this study is to examine how Tadjweed’s scholars 

investigated and clarified the Arabic sounds in order to prevent Quran from 

mispronouncing and misunderstanding.  The focus is placed on places and manners  

of articulations of all the Arabic sounds; furthermore, this study is also an attempt to 

see how sounds influence each others because of neighboring. These phonological 

investigations are preceded by a historical survey of Arabic as a language and 

Tadjweed as a discipline. Since the main target was avoiding the misunderstanding 

of the Holy book, this study can provide the reader of the Quran with many 

phonological details that help in reaching an acceptable reading of Quran.  

 Key words :  Arabic Language   phonology      Tadjweed     Quran     Arabic sounds    

      
 

  دراسة فونولوجية:التجويد علم
     

: الملخص   

إن الهدف الرئيسي من ىذه البحث ىو دراسة كيفية قيام علماء التجويد بتوضيح و تبيين الأصوات العربية  وذلك من 
 إلى إضافة.و ينصب التركيز على مخارج و صفات الأصوات العربية. اجل الحفاظ على القراءة و الفهم الصحيح للقرءان 

ىذه الدراسة الفونولوجية  . ىذه الدراسة ىي محاولة للتوضيح تأثير الأصوات على بعضها البعض بسبب المجاورة, ذلك
 الهدف الرئيس لهذه الدراسة ىي تجنب الخطأ أنو بما . مسبوقة بلمحة تاريخية على العربية كلغة و علم فن التجويد كعلم

 قراءة إلىفان ىذه الدراسة يمكن أن تعطي للقارئ عدة تفصيلات فونولوجية تمكنو من الوصول , في القرءان لفظا و معنا
 .مقبولة للقرءان

 كلمات مفتاحية :                                  العربيةالأصوات, القرءان , التجويد ,  فونولوجيا ,اللغة العربية      
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